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Abstract
Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) offers a viable alternative to Rivest-Shamir-Adleman
(RSA) by delivering equivalent security with a smaller key size. This has several advan-
tages, including smaller bandwidth demands, faster key exchange, and lower latency en-
cryption and decryption. The fundamental operation for ECC is scalar point multiplication,
wherein a point P on an elliptic curve defined over a finite field is multiplied by a scalar
k. The complexity of this operation requires a hardware implementation to achieve high
performance. The algorithms involved in scalar point multiplication are constantly evolv-
ing, incorporating the latest developments in number theory to improve computation time.
These competing needs, high performance and flexibility, have caused previous implemen-
tations to either limit their adaptability or to incur performance losses.
This thesis explores the use of a hybrid-FPGA for scalar point multiplication. A hybrid-
FPGA contains a general purpose processor (GPP) in addition to reconfigurable fabric.
This allows for a software/hardware co-design with low latency communication between
the GPP and custom hardware. The elliptic curve operations and finite field inversion are
programmed in C code. All other finite field arithmetic is implemented in the FPGA hard-
ware, providing higher performance while retaining flexibility. The resulting implementa-
tion achieves speedups ranging from 24 times to 55 times faster than an optimized software
implementation executing on a Pentium II workstation. The scalability of the design is in-
vestigated in two directions: faster finite field multiplication and increased instruction level
parallelism exploitation. Increasing the number of parallel arithmetic units beyond two is
shown to be less efficient than increasing the speed of the finite field multiplier.
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The word cryptography is derived from the Greek kryptó, meaning “hidden”, and graf́o,
meaning “to write.” The basic aim of cryptography is to ensure confidential communi-
cation between two entities. The classic example is that of Alice, Bob, and Eve. Bob
would like to send information to Alice over an insecure channel. Eve wants to intercept
this information. Without employing cryptography, Eve could easily eavesdrop on their
communication and even impersonate Bob, sending false information to Alice without her
knowing. Two major forms of cryptography exist to combat such intrusions: private-key
cryptography and public-key cryptography.
1.1 Private-Key Cryptography
Private-key cryptography, also called symmetric-key cryptography, employs a single key
used by both communicating entities. Bob encrypts the information, referred to as the
plaintext, using the key and an encryption function. The result is an indecipherable cipher-
text. He can then transmit this information to Alice. Eve can eavesdrop on the communi-
cation, but is unable to understand the encrypted information. Alice is able to use the key
and a decryption function to retrieve the original plaintext.
The encryption and decryption functions used by private-key cryptosystems are gen-
erally not computationally intensive. However, in order for the key to be secret, Bob and
Alice must either have a secure, secret channel over which to communicate the key, or have
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access to a trusted entity responsible for key distribution. Both possibilities are problem-
atic, as they are both impractical in practice. Additionally, private-key cryptosystems do
not scale well in multi-entity systems. Keys must be stored and distributed for each pair of
entities, causing the number of keys to grow as (n− 1)2, where n is the number of entities
in the system [14].
1.2 Public-Key Cryptography
First proposed by Diffie and Hellman in 1976 [10], public-key cryptography, also called
asymmetric-key cryptography, employs key-pairs. Each entity maintains its own pair of
keys, keeping one private and publishing the other. The private and public keys are related
mathematically such that encryption can be performed by one and decryption by the other.
The security of the system relies on the computational infeasibility of computing the private
key given the public key.
Communication in a public-key cryptosystem is performed as follows. Bob encrypts
the information with Alice’s public key. The resulting ciphertext can only be decrypted
using Alice’s private key. Since Eve does not know Alice’s private key, she can not recover
the original plaintext, but Alice can. The greatest advantage of public-key cryptography
over private-key cryptography is not needing to securely communicate a shared key. All
communication can take place over insecure channels. Additionally, the number of keys
grows linearly as 2n, where n in the number of entities in the system. However, the amount
of work necessary to generate the keys is far more than private-key cryptosystems, and the
encryption and decryption functions are more computationally intensive.
1.2.1 Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement
Introduced in 1976 [10], Diffie-Hellman key agreement was the first asymmetric-key scheme,
and continues to be the basis for modern public-key cryptosystems. It was created to pro-
vide a means of establishing a secure channel for communication of a symmetric-key, with
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all following communications employing a symmetric-key scheme.
Algorithm 1.1 Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement [10]
INPUT: Entities A and B, cyclic group G, generating element g ∈ G
1: A: Select a random number a ∈ G
2: A: Send ga to B
3: B: Select a random number b ∈ G
4: B: Send gb to A
5: A: (gb)a = gab
6: B: (ga)b = gab
At the end of the key agreement, both entities have symmetric key gab ∈ G. A malicious
entity can only observe the values g, ga, and gb. In order to break the scheme, it would
be necessary to solve the discrete logarithm problem (DLP): given a cyclic group G, an
element α ∈ G, and an element β ∈ 〈α〉, find the unique integer a, 0 ≤ a ≤ n − 1,
such that αa = β. The current best algorithms for solving the DLP are the Number Field
Sieve (NFS), with running time O(e(1.923+o(1))(log log n)
2/3
) = Ln[1/3, 1.923], and Pollard’s




, where n is the order of G [14].
1.2.2 Rivest-Shamir-Adleman
The current industry standard for public-key cryptography is RSA, developed by Rivest,
Shamir, and Adleman in 1978 [22]. RSA requires two large primes, p and q, along with
a security parameter l. The security of RSA is directly related to the number of bits k
necessary to represent the primes p and q. The security parameter l = 2k, and is usually
a power of two: 256, 512, 1024, etc. The public and private keys are generated using
algorithm 1.2.
RSA encryption/decryption relies on the fact that med ≡ m mod n. Both operations
employ modular exponentiation and are outlined in algorithm 1.3.
The best known mathematical attack on RSA is factoring n. Once factored, p and q are
known, and a can be calculated. The current best algorithm for integer factorization is the
NFS [14]. A difficulty inherent in implementing RSA is the generation of large primes.
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Algorithm 1.2 RSA Key Generation [22]
INPUT: Security parameter l, primes p and q of bit length l/2
OUTPUT: Public key n, b, Private key p, q, a
1: n = pq
2: φ = (p− 1)(q − 1)
3: Select a such that 1 < a < φ and gcd(a, φ) = 1
4: Compute the integer b such that 1 < b < φ and ab ≡ modφ
Algorithm 1.3 RSA Encryption/Decryption [22]
INPUT: Entities A and B, primes p and q, n = pq, a and b such that ab ≡ 1 mod (p −
1)(q − 1), message m
1: A: c ≡ mb mod n
2: A: Send c to A
3: B: ca mod n ≡ m
Each key pair requires two of these primes. Additionally, encryption and decryption make
use of simple modular exponentiation but the size of the inputs creates a long running time
for these operations.
1.2.3 Elliptic Curve Cryptography
The use of elliptic curves in cryptography was independently proposed by both Koblitz [18]
and Miller [20] in the mid 1980’s. ECC makes use of points on an elliptic curve defined
over a finite field. Algorithm 1.4 outlines ECC key generation.
Algorithm 1.4 ECC Key Generation [14]
INPUT: Point P of order n
OUTPUT: Public key Q, private key k
1: Select k ∈ [1, n− 1]
2: Compute Q = kP
The standard encryption scheme for ECC is the Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption
Scheme (ECIES). The encryption and decryption operations in ECIES make use of either a
stream cipher or a symmetric encryption scheme [16]. The most computationally intensive
operation in ECC is the scalar point multiplication employed in the key generation. While
4
ECC Key Size (Bits) RSA Key Size (Bits) Key Size Ratio AES Key Size (Bits)
163 1024 1:6 -
256 3072 1:12 128
384 7680 1:20 192
512 15360 1:30 256
Table 1.1: Key Size Comparison [19]
the underlying arithmetic is more complex than RSA, the resulting keys are significantly
smaller for an equivalent level of security, resulting in lower latency encryption and decryp-
tion, along with lesser storage requirements. Table 1.1 presents key sizes with equivalent
security levels for ECC, RSA, and the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), the current
standard private-key cryptosystem.
1.3 Hybrid FPGAs
Traditional implementation platforms for elliptic curve scalar multiplication generally fall
into one of three categories: software, hardware, or hardware/software co-design. Software
implementations represent the pinnacle of flexibility. The amount of time necessary to
incorporate algorithmic changes in a pure software implementation is significantly less
than one utilizing custom hardware. However, by its very nature, pure software will always
be outperformed by specialized hardware.
An attempt to find a middle-ground between performance and flexibility comes in the
form of a hardware/software co-design. This means choosing an implementation platform
that incorporates both a general purpose processor (GPP) and custom hardware, in the
form of either an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), or an FPGA. Historically,
the GPP and custom hardware are physically separate devices connected together through
some communication channel. As such, the design must take into consideration the rela-
tively large communication delay inherent to the implementation platform. This severely
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impacts the design choices. Additionally, this communication channel must itself be se-
cure, requiring additional design complexity.
A hybrid FPGA incorporates both a GPP and reconfigurable fabric on the same physical
device. This causes the delay in communication between the GPP and custom hardware to
be drastically reduced, opening the door for new design approaches.
1.4 Thesis Description
This thesis implements and studies the scalability and efficiency of elliptic curve scalar mul-
tiplication on the Xilinx Virtex4 Hybrid FPGA. The five binary curves recommend by the
NIST are implemented, ranging from a key size of 163 bits up to 571 bits. The arithmetic
is split into two distinct levels: high level, including elliptic curve arithmetic and finite field
inversion, and low level, encompassing all other finite field arithmetic operations.
The low level arithmetic is implemented in a custom Tomasulo processor placed in
the FPGA fabric. The processor can dynamically re-order instructions to eliminate name
dependencies, allowing programmers coding elliptic curve algorithms in C to have little
knowledge of the underlying hardware. The processor is capable of being scaled in terms
of the number of parallel arithmetic units, the speed of finite field multiplication, and the
desired security level.
A normal basis is used for all finite field arithmetic, exploiting the single clock cycle
execution of finite field element squaring. The finite field multiplier is the most efficient
known in literature and can be scaled for low and high performance applications. Addi-
tionally, the multiplier becomes more area efficient as its speed is increased. Finite field
inversion is transformed into exponentiation and computed with the use of addition chains.
The addition chains are constructed to take advantage of the fast squarings inherent to a
normal basis. The inversion routines are programmed in C and exeucte on the embedded
PowerPC processor.
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The high-level elliptic curve arithmetic algorithms also reside on the embedded pro-
cessor. Both the double and add method and Montgomery point multiplication utilizing
projective coordinates were programmed. The results are compared to an optimized pure
software implementation executing on a Pentium II workstation. The resulting speedups
reach 24 times for GF (2163), 36 times for GF (2233), 45 times for GF (2283), 55 times for
GF (2409), and 25 times for GF (2571). The results further indicate that increasing the num-
ber of arithmetic units in the Tomasulo engine beyond two is inefficient, as increasing the
digit width of the multiplier will achieve the same speedup with a better area efficiency.
Furthermore, the design increases in both power and area efficiency as performance is in-
creased, showing that it is viable in both low area applications as well as high performance
ones.
1.5 Overview
This thesis starts with an overview of the mathematical underpinnings of the work done in
Chapter 2. It then transitions into Chapter 3, where a survey of previous implementations
is done. Chapter 4 provides insight into the Xilinx Virtex4 Hybrid FPGA platform. The
implementation of the finite field arithmetic is described in Chapter 5, whereas the software
algorithms for the elliptic curve point arithmetic are outlined in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
discusses the results of this work. Chapter 8 concludes with a brief discussion of the impact




This chapter begins with background on finite fields, including finite field element repre-
sentation and associated arithmetic algorithms. It then goes into information about elliptic
curves. Elliptic curve coordinate systems and arithmetic algorithms are covered. The chap-
ter concludes with a discussion of algorithms for scalar multiplication. An effort has been
made to give a working background on the topics, however, a basic understanding of num-
ber theory is assumed.
2.1 Finite Fields
A field is a set of elements F with two operations, addition (+) and multiplication (·),
which satisfies the following properties:
• (F, +) is an abelian group with additive identity 0
• (F \ {0}, ·) is an abelian group with multiplicative identity 1
• ∀ a, b, c ∈ F :
• a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c
• a · (b · c) = (a · b) · c
• a + b = b + a
• a · b = b · a
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• a · (b + c) = (a · b) + (a · c)
• ∃ − a ∈ F | a + (−a) = 0
• ∃ a−1 ∈ F | a · a−1 = 1
A finite field, or Galois field, is a field with a finite number of elements, usually denoted
GF (n), where n is the order, or number of elements in the field. The focus of this thesis
will be primarily on finite fields of order 2m, also called binary finite fields.
2.2 Field Representation
There are a number of ways to represent an element in a field. The choice of representation
greatly effects the computational intensity of operations in the field.
2.2.1 Polynomial Representation
The standard binary field element representation is as the coefficients of a polynomial. El-
ements in the field are reduced modulo some irreducible polynomial. The coefficients are
themselves reduced modulo some integer. To facilitate an efficient hardware implemen-
tation, this thesis takes the coefficients modulo 2, making them binary. This allows an
element to be defined as a string of bits. The polynomial representation of an element in
GF (2m) is given as:
{am−1xm−1 + am−2xm−2 + · · ·+ a2x2 + a1x + a0 : ai ∈ {0, 1}}
2.2.1.1 Addition
Addition of two elements is simply exclusive-or’ing the coefficients. This is illustrated in
Algorithm 2.1.
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Algorithm 2.1 Addition in GF (2m)
INPUT: a, b ∈ GF (2m)
OUTPUT: c = a + b
1: for i = 0 to m− 1 do
2: ci ← ai xor bi
3: end for
2.2.1.2 Multiplication
Multiplication of two finite field elements represented by polynomials is performed in much
the same way as normal polynomial multiplication. The differences are that the coefficients
are reduced modulo 2 and the result is reduced by some irreducible polynomial. Algorithm
2.2 outlines this process.
Algorithm 2.2 Multiplication in GF (2m) using Polynomial Representation [9]
INPUT: a(x), b(x) ∈ GF (2m), irreducible polynomial f(x) of degree m
OUTPUT: c(x) = a(x)b(x) mod f(x)
1: c← 0
2: for i = 0 to m− 1 do
3: if ai = 1 then
4: c(x)← c(x) + b(x)xi
5: end if






Inversion is defined as follows: given a(x) ∈ GF (2m), find a(x)−1 such that a(x)a(x)−1 ≡
1 mod f(x), where f(x) is the reduction polynomial. The most popular method is the
Extended Euclidean Algorithm, seen in Algorithm 2.3. For an implementation optimized
for GF (2m), refer to Algorithm 2.4.
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Algorithm 2.3 Extended Euclidean Algorithm for Polynomial Representation [9]
INPUT: a(x) ∈ GF (2m), irreducible polynomial f(x) of degree m





5: while s(x) 6= 0 do
6: compute q(x) and r(x) such that g(x) = q(x)s(x) + r(x)







Let a normal basis of GF (2m) over GF (2) be
N = {θ, θ2, · · · , θ2m−1},
where θ ∈ GF (2m). Such a normal basis exists for any integer greater than 1. In such a
basis, a finite field element is defined by the coefficients of a primitive element in GF (2m)




22 + · · ·+ am−2θ2
m−2
+ am−1θ
2m−1 : ai ∈ {0, 1}
2.2.2.1 Addition
Addition in the normal basis is the same as when using polynomial representation, see
Algorithm 2.1.
2.2.2.2 Multiplication
Multiplication in the normal basis is more complex than polynomial multiplication. The
difficulty is reduced, however, when the normal basis is Gaussian. A Gaussian normal basis
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Algorithm 2.4 Inversion in GF (2m) for Polynomial Representation [6]
INPUT: a(x) ∈ GF (2m), irreducible polynomial f(x) of degree m




4: δ ← 0
5: for i = 1 to 2m do
6: if a(x)m = 0 then
7: a(x)← xa(x)
8: u(x)← xu(x) mod f(x)
9: δ ← δ + 1
10: else
11: if s(x)m = 1 then
12: s(x)← s(x)− a(x)
13: v(x)← (v(x)− u(x)) mod f(x)
14: end if
15: s(x)← xs(x)







23: u(x)← xu(x) mod f(x)
24: δ ← 1
25: else
26: u(x)← (u(x)/x) mod f(x)





exists for all fields GF (2m) when m is not divisible by eight, which holds true for all binary
elliptic curves recommended for use by the NIST. This thesis restricts itself to such curves.
Algorithm 2.8 must be executed before performing multiplication in order to determine
the formula for the first bit, c0 of the multiplication result. Algorithm 2.8 makes use of
Algorithms 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. Algorithm 2.9 is used to perform the actual multiplication.
Algorithm 2.5 Order Modulo a Prime[15]
INPUT: prime p, integer g such that 1 < g < p
OUTPUT: order k of g mod p
1: Note: this algorithm works only for “small” primes.
2: b← g
3: k ← 1
4: while b > 1 do
5: b← gb mod p
6: k ← k + 1
7: end while
Algorithm 2.6 Gaussian Normal Basis Type[15]
INPUT: m such that 8 ∤ m
OUTPUT: lowest type T Gaussian normal basis for GF (2m)
1: Note: T will always be even for binary finite fields with odd m, which all NIST curves
have
2: T ← 2
3: p← Tm + 1
4: if p is not a prime then
5: T ← T + 2
6: Return to step 3
7: else
8: k ← order of 2 mod p (Utilize Algorithm 2.5)
9: h← Tm/k
10: d← GCD(h, m)
11: if d 6= 1 then
12: T ← T + 2




Algorithm 2.7 Finding an Integer of a Given Order[15]
INPUT: prime p, integer T such that T |p− 1
OUTPUT: integer u of order T mod p
1: Note: this algorithm is efficient for small p only
2: g ← 2
3: k ← order of g mod p (Utilize Algorithm 2.5)
4: if T ∤ k then
5: g ← g + 1
6: Return to step 2
7: else
8: u← gk/T mod p
9: end if
Algorithm 2.8 Normal Basis Governing Multiplication Equation F Generation[15]
INPUT: binary characteristic m, where 8 ∤ m
OUTPUT: normal basis governing multiplication equation F (u, v) for GF (2m)
1: T ← Algorithm 2.6
2: p← Tm + 1
3: u← integer with order T mod p (Utilize Algorithm 2.7)
4: w ← 1
5: for j = 0 to T − 1 do
6: n← w
7: for i = 0 to m− 1 do
8: F (n)← i
9: n← 2n mod p
10: end for
11: w ← uw mod p
12: end for





Algorithm 2.9 Normal Basis Multiplication[15]
INPUT: a and b ∈ GF (2m), F (u, v) equation from Algorithm 2.8
OUTPUT: c = ab
1: for k = 0 to m− 1 do
2: ck ← F (a, b)
3: a← (a1, a2, . . . , am−1, a0)




The computation simplicity of squaring an element represented using a normal basis is one
of the distinct advantages of using a normal basis. A squaring is a simple right rotate, as
described in Algorithm 2.10.
Algorithm 2.10 Squaring in a Normal Basis
INPUT: a ∈ GF (2m)
OUTPUT: c = a2
1: c← (am−1, a0, a1, . . . , am−2)
2.2.2.4 Inversion
Inversion using a normal basis can be performed the same as with a polynomial repre-
sentation: by employing the Extended Euclidean Algorithm. Due to the essentially free
squaring, however, there is a more efficient way to implement inversion. From Fermat’s
Little Theorem, it is known that a2
m−1 ≡ 1 in GF (2m), therefore a−1 ≡ a2m−2. Inversion
is now exponentiation, with the power equal to 2m−2 = 2(2m−1−1). An efficient method
for performing the exponentiation employs addition chains. An addition chain computing
an integer n is a series of numbers v = (v0, . . . , vs), v0 = 1, vs = n where vi = vj + vk
for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, with 0 ≤ j, k ≤ i − 1. By carefully choosing how the addition chain is
constructed, the number of multiplications necessary to compute the exponentiation can be
minimized. For example, an efficient addition chain for GF (237) is given in Table 2.1.
The last column in the table details the computations that are performed. A squaring
of the last result is necessary to obtain the final result. By ensuring that there is a power of
2 in each step of the addition chain, it is guaranteed that only one multiplication per step
is necessary. All other operations are squarings, which are essentially free over a normal
basis.
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i bi = bk + bj T [k]
qbj ∗ T [j] T [i]
0 1 a
1 2 = 1 + 1 T [0]2
1 ∗ T [0] a2 ∗ a = a3 = a22−1
2 4 = 2 + 2 T [1]2
2 ∗ T [1] a3∗22 ∗ a3 = a15 = a24−1
3 8 = 4 + 4 T [2]2
4 ∗ T [2] a15∗24 ∗ a15 = a255 = a28−1
4 16 = 8 + 8 T [3]2
8 ∗ T [3] a255∗28 ∗ a255 = a65535 = a216−1
5 32 = 16 + 16 T [4]2
16 ∗ T [4] a65535∗216 ∗ a65535 = a4294967295 = a232−1
6 36 = 4 + 32 T [2]2
32 ∗ T [5] a15∗232 ∗ a4294967295 = a137438953471 = a236−1
Table 2.1: Efficient Addition Chain for Inversion in GF (237)
2.3 Elliptic Curves
There are a number of equations for defining an elliptic curve. This thesis will restrict itself
to non-supersingular elliptic curves over GF (2m). Such curves are defined by Equation
2.1.
y2 + xy = x3 + x2 + b : b ∈ GF (2m) (2.1)
The set of all solutions (x, y) along with the point at infinity, denoted O, form a finite
abelian group.
2.3.1 Addition
Let P = (x1, y1) and Q = (x2, y2) be two distinct points. The sum R of P and Q is found
by drawing a line through P and Q. The point at which this line intercepts the curve is
reflected across the x-axis to find the sum R. This computation can be seen in Figure 2.1.
2.3.2 Doubling
The double, R, of P is found by drawing the tangent line to the curve at point P . The point
at which this line intercepts the curve is reflected across the x-axis to find the double R.
This process can be seen in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: P + Q = R
Figure 2.2: 2P = R
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The primary operation necessary for ECC is point multiplication, or scalar multipli-
cation. Point multiplication computes kP , where k is an integer, and P is a point on the
curve. A large number of algorithms exist for point multiplication, the simplest of which
being repeated doublings and addition.
2.3.3 Affine Coordinates
Affine coordinates are the standard representation P = (x, y) for elliptic curve points. The
opposite of a point is given by Equation 2.2. Addition and doubling in affine coordinates
are given by Equations 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
P = (x1, y1)
−P = (x1, x1 + y1)
(2.2)
P = (x1, y1), Q = (x2, y2), P + Q = (x3, y3)
x3 = λ
2 + λ + x1 + x2 + a
y3 = λ(x1 + x3) + x3 + y1
λ = (y1 + y2)(x1 + x2)
−1
(2.3)
P = (x1, y1), 2P = (x3, y3)
x3 = λ
2 + λ + a
y3 = λ(x1 + x3) + x3 + y1





Inversion is very expensive compared to multiplication. Projective coordinates add a third
coordinate to eliminate inversions. A point in projective coordinates, (X, Y, Z), represents
the affine point (X/Zc, Y/Zd), where c and d depend on the particular form of projective
coordinates.
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2.3.4.1 Standard Projective Coordinates
In standard projective coordinates, c = d = 1. The elliptic curve equation then becomes
Equation 2.5. The opposite of a point in standard projective coordinates is given by Equa-
tion 2.6. Addition and doubling using standard projective coordinates are computed by
Algorithms 2.11 and 2.12, respectively.
Y 2Z + XY Z = X3 + X2Z + bZ3 (2.5)
P = (X, Y, Z)→ −P = (X, X + Y, Z) (2.6)
Algorithm 2.11 Point Addition in Standard Projective Coordinates[9]
INPUT: points P = (X1, Y1, Z1) and Q = (X2, Y2, Z2)
OUTPUT: P + Q = R = (X3, Y3, Z3)
1: A← Y1Z2 + Z1Y2
2: B ← X1Z2 + Z1X2
3: C ← B2
4: D ← Z1Z2
5: E ← (A2 + AB + C)D + BC
6: X3 ← BE
7: Y3 ← C(AX1 + Y1B)Z2 + (A + B)E
8: Z3 ← B3D
Algorithm 2.12 Point Doubling in Standard Projective Coordinates[9]
INPUT: points P = (X1, Y1, Z1)
OUTPUT: 2P = R = (X3, Y3, Z3)
1: A← X21
2: B ← A + Y1Z1
3: C ← X1Z1
4: D ← C2
5: E ← B2 + BC + D
6: X3 ← CE
7: Y3 ← (B + C)E + A2C
8: Z3 ← CD
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2.3.4.2 Jacobian Projective Coordinates
In Jacobian projective coordinates, c = 2 and d = 3. The elliptic curve equation then be-
comes Equation 2.7. The opposite of a point in Jacobian projective coordinates is given by
Equation 2.8. Addition and doubling using Jacobian projective coordinates are computed
by Algorithms 2.13 and 2.14, respectively.
Y 2 + XY Z = X3 + X2Z2 + bZ6 (2.7)
P = (X, Y, Z)→ −P = (X, XZ + Y, Z) (2.8)
Algorithm 2.13 Point Addition in Jacobian Projective Coordinates[9]
INPUT: points P = (X1, Y1, Z1) and Q = (X2, Y2, Z2)
OUTPUT: P + Q = R = (X3, Y3, Z3)
1: A← X1Z22
2: B ← X2Z21
3: C ← Y1Z32
4: D ← Y2Z31
5: E ← A + B
6: F ← C + D
7: G← EZ1
8: H ← FX2 + GY2
9: Z3 ← GZ2
10: I ← F + Z3
11: X3 ← Z23 + FI + E3
12: Y3 ← IX3 + G2H
2.3.4.3 López-Dahab Projective Coordinates
In López-Dahab projective coordinates, c = 1 and d = 2. The elliptic curve equation then
becomes Equation 2.9. The opposite of a point in López-Dahab projective coordinates is
given by Equation 2.10. Addition and doubling using López-Dahab projective coordinates
are computed by Algorithms 2.15 and 2.16, respectively.
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Algorithm 2.14 Point Doubling in Jacobian Projective Coordinates[9]
INPUT: points P = (X1, Y1, Z1)
OUTPUT: 2P = R = (X3, Y3, Z3)
1: A← X21
2: B ← A2
3: C ← Z21
4: X3 ← B + bC4
5: Z3 ← X1C
6: Y3 ← BZ3 + (A + Y1Z1 + Z3)X3
Y 2 + XY Z = X3Z + X2Z2 + bZ4 (2.9)
P = (X, Y, Z)→ −P = (X, XZ + Y, Z) (2.10)
Algorithm 2.15 Point Addition in López-Dahab Projective Coordinates[9]
INPUT: points P = (X1, Y1, Z1) and Q = (X2, Y2, Z2)
OUTPUT: P + Q = R = (X3, Y3, Z3)
1: A← X1Z2
2: B ← X2Z1
3: C ← A2
4: D ← B2
5: E ← A + B
6: F ← C + D
7: G← Y1Z22
8: H ← Y2Z21
9: I ← G + H
10: J ← IE
11: Z3 ← FZ1Z3
12: X3 ← A(H + D) + B(C + G)
13: Y3 ← (AJ + FG)F + (J + Z3)X3
Table 2.2 lists the various costs for addition and doubling in each of the coordinate
systems, where I represents a field inversion, M a field multipication, and S a field squaring.
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Algorithm 2.16 Point Doubling in López-Dahab Projective Coordinates[9]
INPUT: point P = (X1, Y1, Z1), precomputed
√
b





3: C ← X1Z1
4: Z3 ← C2
5: X3 ← (A + B)2
6: Y3 ← (AC + (Y1 + B)(A + B))2
Coordinates Addition Doubling
Affine I+2M+S I+2M+S
Standard Proj. 15M+2S 7M+4S
Jacobian Proj. 15M+3S 5M+5S
López-Dahab Proj. 13M+4S 4M+4S
Table 2.2: Comparison of Costs for Different Coordinate Systems
2.3.5 Scalar Multiplication
The simplest and most straightforward way to perform scalar multiplication is outlined in
Algorithm 2.17. As presented, it is independent of the coordinate system employed. While
simple, it is also a very slow method.
Algorithm 2.17 Double and Add Method for Scalar Multiplication[14]
INPUT: scalar k, point P
OUTPUT: kP
1: Q← inf
2: for i = m− 1 downto 0 do
3: Q← 2Q
4: if ki = 1 then
5: Q← Q + P
6: end if
7: end for
A faster and more widely used method for scalar multiplication is Montgomery point
multiplication. Let P1 = (x1, y1) and P2 = (x2, y2). Then define P1 + P2 = (x3, y3) and
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P1 − P2 = (x4, y4). From the standard addition equations (Equations 2.2 to 2.4), it can be
seen that Equation 2.11 holds.









Therefore, the x-coordinate of P1 + P2 can be calculated from the x-coordinates of P1,
P2, and P1−P2. By utilizing this knowledge, it is possible to compute only the intermediate
x-coordinates and not the y-coordinates. When implemented using projective coordinates
the z-coordinate must also be computed. Iteration i of Algorithm 2.18 computes the x-
coordinates of Tj = [lP, (l + 1)P ], where l is the integer represented by the j leftmost bits
of the scalar k. If the (j+1)st leftmost bit of k is 0, then Tj+1 = [2lP, (2l+1)P ], otherwise
Tj+1 = [(2l + 1)P, (2l + 2)P ]. After the last iteration, the x-coordinates of kP = (x1, y1)
and (k + 1)P = (x2, y2) are known. The y-coordinate of kP can be calculated using
Equation 2.12. Note that Algorithm 2.18 employs standard projective coordinates.
y1 = x
−1(x1 + x)[(x1 + x)(x2 + x) + x
2 + y] + y (2.12)
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Algorithm 2.18 Montgomery Point Multiplication[14]
INPUT: scalar k = (kt−1, . . . , k1, k0) with kt−1 = 1, point P = (x, y)
OUTPUT: kP = (x3, y3)
1: X1 ← x
2: Z1 ← 1
3: X2 ← x4 + b
4: Z2 ← x2
5: for i = t− 2 downto 0 do
6: if ki = 1 then
7: T ← Z1
8: Z1 ← (X1Z2 + X2Z1)2
9: X1 ← xZ1 + X1X2TZ2
10: T ← X2
11: X2 ← X42 + bZ42
12: Z2 ← T 2Z22
13: else
14: T ← Z2
15: Z2 ← (X1Z2 + X2Z1)2
16: X2 ← xZ2 + X1X2Z1T
17: T ← X1
18: X1 ← X41 + bZ41
19: Z1 ← T 2Z21
20: end if
21: end for
22: x3 ← X1/Z1




This chapter gives a brief survey of some previous implementations of elliptic curve scalar
multiplication. This is by no means an extensive survey, as there is more than two decades
worth of research in the field. An attempt was made to briefly present diverse implementa-
tions covering most major strategies.
3.1 Hardware Implementations
In [4], an ECC processor was designed for NIST prime fields. The processor was im-
plemented entirely on an FPGA. It utilized a single functional unit to perform all finite
field operations. The functional unit is pipelined and allows multiple operations to occur
in parallel. Incorporated into the processor was a 512x32-bit memory for both data and
instructions as well as two 2x265-bit registers to store intermediate operands. The pro-
cessor executes micro-coded elliptic curve point arithmetic algorithms, allowing for some
flexibility.
In [11], a generic micro-coded ECC processor was designed that supports arbitrary
binary field sizes and elliptic curves up to 256 bits. The processor interfaces with the PCI
bus of a general computer. Data and instructions are fed to the processor over the PCI
bus. The data path of the processor is bus structured, with all units sharing two separate
256-bit data buses. The instruction and data memory are kept separate. A single control
unit controls the data path, executing instructions in a pipelined manner. The processor also
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Figure 3.1: Multicore Processor Block Diagram [23]
allows a field addition or field squaring to be executed in parallel with a field multiplication,
provided there are no data dependencies. The field multiplier is a most significant digit first
multiplier. This was chosen over the least significant digit first multiplier because it was
simpler to pipeline.
In [23], a multicore ECC processor was implemented. The point algorithms are de-
scribed in micro-code run by the main controller. The main controller manipulates the
instruction and data bus connecting it to multiple register files and finite field arithmetic
units. A block diagram of the multicore processor can be seen in Figure 3.1. Each finite
field arithmetic unit is capable of supporting multiple operations and field sizes. By speci-
fying different numbers and configurations of finite field arithmetic units and register files,
a wide variety of algorithmic optimizations can be efficiently realized.
In [24], an ECC processor is designed that interfaces with a standard Advanced Periph-
eral Bus (APB). The processor is capable of computations over both arbitrary prime and
binary finite fields. It accomplishes this through an extensive micro-code instruction set
and a finite field arithmetic unit incorporating both prime and binary operations. A block
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Figure 3.2: Flexible Processor Block Diagram [24]
diagram of the processor can be seen in Figure 3.2. The hardware generated is based upon
the necessary micro-code instruction support: if the micro-code does not need a particular
instruction, then the hardware necessary for the instruction is omitted. This allows for a
large degree of flexibility in performing area versus performance trade-offs.
3.2 Software/Hardware Co-Designs
In [5], three separate methodologies are investigated on two different platforms: 8051
micro-controller connected to an FPGA and an AVR micro-controller connected to an
FPGA. The three methodologies are as follows:
1. Implement the finite field multiplication on the FPGA.
2. Implement all finite field arithmetic on the FPGA.
3. Implement all finite field and point operations on the FPGA. The point operations are
accomplished via micro-code.
The micro-controller interfaces with the FPGA through four 8-bit ports. Two of the
ports are for data input and output, the other two being for control and addressing. A block
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Figure 3.3: Hardware Architecture Block Diagram [5]
diagram of the hardware architecture can be seen in Figure 3.3. The results of the designs
are as expected: the more operations placed in hardware, the faster the design.
In [7], a hybrid FPGA was used. All arithmetic operations were implemented in the
fabric of the FPGA. Point multiplication was performed using Montgomery Scalar mul-
tiplication and was not micro-coded. This was done to save the overhead of instruction
fetching and decoding, but also limits the flexibility of the design. The embedded proces-
sor was used only for data transfers. A diagram of the datapath of the system can be seen in
Figure 3.4. The number of field multipliers was varied to determine the optimal number for
performance. It was found that no additional parallelism can be exploited beyond four field
multipliers. It was also found that the limiting bottleneck was the communication between
the FPGA and the processor. The arithmetic implementations are largely based on previous
work in [8].
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Figure 3.4: Datapath Diagram [7]
In [17], an Atmel field programmable system level integrated circuit (FPSLIC) was
used to implement an ECC processor over arbitrary binary finite fields. The FPSLIC in-
corporates an AVR micro-controller, memory, peripherals, and a small FPGA on the same
chip. The finite field operations are implemented on the FPGA, with the elliptic curve op-
erations on the micro-controller. The data bus between the micro-controller and the FPGA
logic is only 8 bits wide, creating a severe bottleneck. A block diagram of the processor
can be seen in Figure 3.5. Due to the small size of the FPGA, the maximum field size that
could be implemented was only 72 bits.
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Figure 3.5: Processor Block Diagram [17]
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Chapter 4
Xilinx Virtex4FX Hybrid FPGA
The field-programmable gate array (FPGA) was invented by Ross Freeman, co-founder
of Xilinx, in 1984. FPGAs contain re-configurable logic block and interconnect fabric
to link them. Xilinx logic blocks consist mainly of look-up-tables (LUTs) and D flip-flops
(DFFs). A number of these elements combine, with other rudimentary logic, to form a slice.
Additionally, FPGAs may contain dedicated memory resources, arithmetic units such as
multipliers, and even specialized hardware for digital signal processing (DSP) applications.
A Virtex4 slice contains two four-input, single-output LUTs and two DFFs. Virtex4
slices are further lumped into configurable logic blocks (CLBs). Each CLB contains four
slices. The CLBs are arranged in a grid, with configurable interconnects running between
each one.
The Virtex4 family of devices is divided into three categories: LX, SX, and FX. LX
devices are oriented toward logic applications and contain more general logic slices. SX
devices cater to DSP applications, with more dedicated hardware. The FX devices contain
up to two general purpose PowerPC processors embedded in the FPGA fabric. Table 4.1
gives an overview of the available resources for each member of the Virtex4 family.
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Configurable Logic Blocks Block RAM
Array Max Distributed XtremeDSP 18 Kb Max Block PowerPC
Device Row x Col Slices RAM (Kb) Slices Blocks RAM (Kb) Processor Blocks
XC4VLX15 64 x 24 6,144 96 32 48 864 0
XC4VLX25 96 x 28 10,752 168 48 72 1,296 0
XC4VLX40 128 x 36 18,432 288 64 96 1,728 0
XC4VLX60 128 x 52 26,624 416 64 160 2,880 0
XC4VLX80 160 x 56 35,840 560 80 200 3,600 0
XC4VLX100 192 x 64 49,152 768 96 240 4,320 0
XC4VLX160 192 x 88 67,584 1056 96 288 5,184 0
XC4VLX200 192 x 116 89,088 1392 96 336 6,048 0
XC4VSX25 64 x 40 10,240 160 128 128 2,304 0
XC4VSX35 96 x 24 15,360 240 192 192 3,456 0
XC4VSX55 128 x 48 24,576 384 512 320 5,760 0
XC4VFX12 64 x 24 5,472 86 32 36 648 1
XC4VFX20 64 x 36 8,544 134 32 68 1,224 1
XC4VFX40 96 x 52 18,624 291 48 144 2,592 2
XC4VFX60 128 x 52 25,280 395 128 232 4,176 2
XC4VFX100 160 x 68 42,176 659 160 376 6,768 2
XC4VFX140 192 x 84 63,168 987 192 552 9,936 2
Table 4.1: Virtex4 Family Overview [2]
4.1 PowerPC 405 General Purpose Processor
Up to two PowerPC processors can be embedded in a Virtex4FX device. Specifically, they
are PowerPC 405D5 processor cores. The PPC405 features a 32-bit RISC Harvard ar-
chitecture containing thirty-two 32-bit general purpose registers (GPRs). While natively
big-endian, the processor can be switched to little-endian operation. It also features a 64-
bit time base and three timers: a programmable interval timer, a fixed interval timer, and
a watchdog timer. The PPC405 also incorporates a number of performance-enhancing
features, including static branch prediction, multiply-accumulate instructions for compu-
tationally intensive applications, hardware multiply and divide for lower latency integer
arithmetic, support for unaligned loads and stores, and minimized interrupt latency [1]. A
diagram of the PowerPC 405 processor can be seen in Figure 4.1).
The processor includes separate instruction and data caches. Both are 16 KB, 2-way set
associative with thirty-two bytes per cache line. The instruction cache additionally features
a fetch line buffer and programmable prefetch of next-sequential lines and non-cacheable
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Figure 4.1: PowerPC Organization [1]
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instructions. The data cache has both read and write line buffers, write-back and write-
through support, programmable load and store cache line allocation, as well as operand
forwarding during cache line fills. In addition to the caches, there is also support for non-
cacheable on-chip memory with identical memory performance as a cache hit [1].
The PPC405 pipeline consists of five stages: fetch, decode, execute, write-back, and
load write-back. The fetch and decode stages maintain queues of instructions for the ex-
ecution units. There are two fetch queues and a single decode queue. Two branches can
be simultaneously processed at one time. An unresolved branch is predicted in the de-
code logic; branches with negative displacements and branches that do not test either the
condition register or count register are predicted as taken [1].
The execution unit of the PPC405 is single-issue and encompasses the GPRs, the
arithmetic-logic unit (ALU), and the multiply-accumulate unit (MAC). The GPRs are ac-
cessed via five read ports and two write ports. This allows for load and store instruction
to be executed in parallel with ALU and MAC instructions. The ALU is a 32-bit integer
arithmetic unit that shares its multiplier with the MAC unit. The MAC unit takes 16-bit
operands and produces a 32-bit result. Multiplies have a latency of 2-5 clock cycles, de-
pending on the size of the operands. The hardware automatically swaps arguments based
on their size to reduce the latency. Integer divides have a latency of 35 clock cycles. All
other arithmetic instructions have a latency of 1 clock cycle [1]. There is no hardware sup-
port for floating-point operations. Xilinx does provide an optional floating-point arithmetic
core that can be connected to the PowerPC via the Auxiliary Processor Unit (APU) [25].
4.2 Auxiliary Processor Unit Interface
The APU controller allows for the extension of the PowerPC 405 instruction set to utilize
custom instructions executing by dedicated hardware modules placed in the FPGA fabric.
The integration between software and hardware is much tighter when using the APU than
a bus peripheral [3]. This is largely due to the pipeline integration of the APU, pictured in
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Figure 4.2: Pipeline Flow Diagram [3]
Figure 4.2.
The APU controller acts as a bridge between the native APU implemented on the Pow-
erPC and Xilinx’s own Fabric Co-processor Module (FCM) interface. The controller syn-
chronizes the clock domain between the faster PowerPC clock and the slower fabric clock.
Additionally, the controller is responsible for decoding certain FCM instructions and nego-
tiating with the PowerPC CPU for any required resources. The controller can be configured
to share instruction decoding with the FCM, allowing for the instruction set to be extended
beyond what is hard-wired into the PowerPC core [3].
The main register necessary to configure the APU is the general configuration register.
The individual bits of the register, along with their meaning, are shown in Table 4.2.
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Name Bit Description
RstUDICfg 0 Reset the UDI configuration registers by loading attribute
interface signals (TIEAPUUDIn). Reset the APU con-
troller configuration register by loading TIEAPUCON-
TROL.
- (1:4) Not used.
LdStDecDis 5 Disable Load/Store instruction decoding only in APU con-
troller.
UDIDecDis 6 Disable UDI instruction decoding in APU controller. This
bit also Disables load store instruction decoding.
ForceUDINonB 7 Force all UDI instruction to execute as if Non-Blocking.
FPUDecDis 8 Disable FPU instruction decoding in APU controller.
FPUCArithDis 9 Disable decoding of FPU complex arithmetic instruction
group.
FPUConvIDis 10 Disable decoding of FPU conversion instruction group.
FPUEstimIDis 11 Disable decoding of FPU estimation instruction group.
- (12:14) Not used.
ForceFPUNonB 15 Force all FPU instructions to execute as if they are non-
blocking.
StoreWBOK 16 Enable generation of the APUFCMWRITEBACKOK sig-
nal for FCM Store operations.
LdStPrivOp 17 Execute Load/Store operations only in privileged mode.
- (18:19) Not used.
ForceAlign 20 Force address alignment for FCM Load/Store data. Forces
alignment on the natural boundary depending on the trans-
fer size (word boundary for words, quad boundary for quad
words, etc.) Used for load/store with Update.
LETrap 21 Enable little-endian Traps for FCM Load/Store. If the ac-
cessed memory is little-endian (APUFCMENDIAN=1), an
alignment exception will be cast.
BETrap 22 Enable big-endian Traps for FCM Load/Store. If the ac-
cessed memory is big-endian (APUFCMENDIAN=0), an
alignment exception will be cast.
BESteer 23 Force big-endian steering of FCMAPURESULT for FCM
Store. PowerPC internally byte-flips little-endian results.
APUDiv 24 Perform PPC integer divide operations in FCM.
- (25:30) Not used.
FCMEn 31 Enable FCM usage.
Table 4.2: APU Controller Configuration Register Bit Description [3]
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Table 4.3: Mapping Between the TIEAPUCONTROL and APU Configuration Registers
[3]
The APU controller general configuration register can be accessed at run-time through
the Device Control Register (DCR) interface. The value of the register can also be initial-
ized prior to code execution through the TIEAPUCONTROL register. However, not all bits
of the general configuration register are available in the TIEAPUCONTROL register. Table
4.3 shows the mapping between the two registers.
There are two kinds of instructions that an FCM can execute: pre-defined and user-
defined. Pre-defined instructions are defined by the PowerPC instruction set. User-defined
instructions (UDIs) are configurable and allow for the PowerPC instruction set to be ex-
tended to include new operations. Up to eight user-defined instructions (UDIs) can be
decoded by the APU. Further UDIs are passed to the FCM for decoding. The eight APU-
decoded UDIs are configured via UDI configuration registers. The format of these registers




Select primary op-code for instruction:
0b0 select 0 (=0b000000)
0b1 select 4 (=0b000100)
ExtOpCode (1:11) Extended op-code of instruction.
PrivOp 12 Execute only in privileged mode.
RaEn 13 Requires operand from GPR(RA).
RbEn 14 Requires operand from GPR(RB).
GPRWrite 15 Write back result to GPR(RT).
XerOVEn 16 Enable return of overflow status.
XerCAEn 17 Enable return of carry status.
CRFeildEn (18:20) Select which field in the PowerPC CR the instruction should
affect (only applies to UDI op-codes that can set CR bits).
- (21:25) Hard coded 0b0000.
Type (26:27)




0b11 = Reserved for UDI register selection for DCR read
operations.
DCRRegPtr (28:30) Reserved for DCR UDI register addressing.
UDIEn 31 Enable UDI controller decoding of this UDI configuration.
Table 4.4: UDI Configuration Register Bit Description [3]
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Table 4.5: Mapping between the TIEAPUUDIn and UDI Configuration Registers [3]
Similar to the APU configuration register, the UDI configuration registers can be ac-
cessed at run-time through the Device Control Register (DCR) interface. The values of the
registers can also be initialized prior to code execution through the TIEAPUUDIn regis-
ters. However, not all bits of the configuration register are available in the TIEAPUUDIn
registers. Table 4.5 shows the mapping between the registers.
UDIs can be split into three separate groups: blocking, non-blocking, and autonomous.
Autonomous instructions do not stall the PowerPC pipeline. Such instructions do no re-
turn any information to the PowerPC once completed. Both blocking and non-blocking
instructions are non-autonomous. These instructions stall the PowerPC pipeline until their
execution is complete. Blocking instructions are those that can not be safely aborted dur-
ing their execution and re-issued at a later time. Non-blocking instructions are those whose




This chapter describes the implementation of the finite field arithmetic as a Tomasulo pro-
cessor inside the FPGA fabric of the Virtex4FX hybrid FPGA. It begins with a discussion
of the Tomasulo algorithm and its implementation, along with a brief overview of the APU
interface. Individual arithmetic units are then examined.
5.1 Tomasulo Arithmetic Processor
This section begins with some background on the Tomasulo algorithm. It then provides an
overview of the implementation used in this work.
5.1.1 Background
The Tomasulo algorithm was developed at IBM by Robert Tomasulo in 1967 [26]. It allows
for instruction to be dynamically re-ordered in hardware to avoid stalling the processor. It
does this by allowing instructions to execute out-of-order. Rather than instructions execut-
ing in the order they are issued, they start execution as soon as their operands are available.





If the instruction execution is in-order, then the SUB instruction will only execute after
both the ADD and MUL have completed execution. Utilizing the Tomasulo algorithm, how-
ever, the SUB instruction will begin execution as soon as it is issued, since there are no data
dependecies between it and the previous instructions. Notice that the MUL can not begin
execution until after the ADD has completed. This is because there is a true data dependence
between the two, something that no algorithm could remove.
The Tomasulo algorithm goes beyond just this simple optimization. It also has to ability
to remove name dependencies, both write-after-read (WAR) and write-after-write (WAW).





In dynamically-rescheduling processors prior to the introduction of the Tomasulo al-
gorithm, the SUB instruction would be stalled because it is writing to the same register as
the MUL instruction (WAW hazard). Hence, it would not be issued until the MUL had com-
pleted. The DIV instruction would be delayed until the ADD instruction completed. This
is because the DIV is writing to the same register that is being read by the previous, SUB,
instruction (WAR hazard). Previous algorithms only read the operands of an instruction
when both are ready.
The Tomasulo algorithm accomplishes these optimizations through the use of reserva-
tion stations. Reservations stations are essentially extra registers that are not part of the
instruction set architecture (ISA). Since they are not part of the ISA, they are not known to
compilers and can only be used by the Tomasulo algorithm. Each reservations station keeps
track of a single instruction. The information it tracks includes: the type of instruction, the




Load Destination register and load data Loads the load data into the desti-
nation register.
Store Source register Returns the data in the source reg-
ister.
Multiply Destination register and two
operand registers
Multiplies the two operands in the
operand registers and places the re-
sult in the destination register.
Square Destination register, operand reg-
ister, and the number of times to
square
Squares the data in the first operand
register the number of times speci-
fied.
Add Destination register and two
operand registers
Adds the values in the operand reg-
isters and places the result in the
destination register.
Table 5.1: Processor Instruction Set
In addition to the reservation stations, the Tomasulo algorithm also includes the use
of a common data bus (CDB). Rather than have instructions write their results directly to
the registers, they write their results to the CDB. The CDB is connected not only to the
ISA registers, but also to the reservation stations. This allows each instruction to have its
operands forwarded to it as soon as they are available.
For a complete example of how a series of instructions are executed on a basic Tomasulo
processor, see Appendix A.
5.1.2 Implementation
The finite field arithmetic processor placed in the FPGA fabric implements the Tomasulo
algorithm. The instruction set of the processor is very limited. Table 5.1 lists the instruc-
tions the processor implements.
The number of registers available to the processor can be varied as desired. The results
in this work are based upon utilizing sixteen registers. There are four stages in the processor






Figure 5.1: Processor Pipeline
During the issue stage, a number of operations are performed. An instruction is re-
moved from the instruction queue. The instruction is then decoded. If it is a load instruc-
tion, subsequent clock cycles will accumulate the load data from the instruction queue. If
it is a store instruction, then the source register for the store is checked to determine if its
data is valid. If the register is waiting for a function unit to complete, then no subsequent
instructions will be fetched, as the APU is waiting for the store data. If the data in the
register is valid, then the register read is setup and the instruction continues in the pipeline.
If the instruction is an arithmetic one (multiply, square, or add), then the appropriate
set of reservation stations are checked to determine if there is a free one. If there is not,
then the fetch is stalled until there is. Once a reservation station is available, the status of
the operand registers is checked. The operands that are valid have their associated register
reads setup. Those that are waiting are on a functional unit have their source reservation
station information copied into the newly occupied reservation station. The instruction then
continues in the pipeline.
During the read operands stage, any previous register read that was setup in the issue
stage is performed. The register data is written to the appropriate reservation stations. Ad-
ditionally, if all operands for an instruction are valid, the functional unit begins execution.
The commit stage is where functional units who have completed execution write their
data to the common data bus (CDB). All reservation stations and the register file are con-
nected to the CDB. If the source of an operand matches the source of the data on the CDB,
then the reservation station and/or register records the data. If this causes all operands for
an arithmetic unit to become valid, then the arithmetic unit begins execution. Additionally,
a store instruction commits its data to the output back to the APU.































Figure 5.2: System Block Diagram
commit stage to the other two stages. This allows an instruction to commit and have its
data written to a reservation station at the same time as that reservation station is being
newly occupied by an instruction needing the data on the CDB.
The VHDL implementation of the finite field arithmetic Tomasulo processor can be
seen in Appendix C.1.
5.2 APU Interface
The auxiliary processor unit on the PowerPC core connects to a fabric co-processor module
(FCM) through the fabric co-processor bus (FCB). The bus signals used in this work are
outlined in Table 5.2.
The APU Interpreter interacts with the FCB bus, decodes instructions from the APU,
and feeds instructions to the Tomasulo engine through a first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer. The
block diagram in Figure 5.2 illustrates these separate parts of the system.
The state machine controlling the interface between the APU and the Tomasulo engine
has a variable number of states depending on the field size. All possible states are shown
in the state diagram seen in Figure 5.3
There are three separate actions that can be taken from the C code running on the
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Signal Name Signal Description
FCMAPURESULT[0:31] FCM execution result being passed to the CPU
through the APU controller.
FCMAPUDONE Indicates the completion of the instruction in the
FCM to the APU controller. In the case of an
autonomous instruction, FCMAPUDONE simply
means that the FCM can receive another instruction.
FCMAPULOADWAIT Indicates that the FCM is not yet ready to receive
next load data.
FCMAPURESULTVALID Indicates that the value on FCMAPURESULT is
valid.
APUFCMINSTRUCTION[0:31] Instruction being presented to the FCM. Is valid as
long as APUFCMINSTRVALID is high.
APUFCMINSTRVALID
This signal is asserted on two conditions:
1. A valid APU instruction was decoded by the APU
controller.
2. An unencoded instruction was passed to the FCM
for decoding.
The signal will remain high for one FCM clock cy-
cle.
APUFCMLOADDATA[0:31] Data word loaded from storage to the APU register
file.
APUFCMLOADDVALID When asserted the data word on APUFCMLOAD-
DATA is valid.
APUFCMDECODED Asserted when the APU controller decoded the in-
struction being sent to the FCM.
APUFCMDECUDI[0:2] Specifies which UDI the APU controller decoded
(binary encoded).
APUFCMDECUDIVALID Valid signal for APUFCMDECUDI.
Table 5.2: Fabric Co-processor Bus Signals [3]
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Figure 5.3: State Diagram
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PowerPC to manipulate the arithmetic processor in the fabric. The first is to load data into
a register in the processor. The APU is capable of transferring up to four words in a single
PowerPC instruction. For even the smallest field size of 163, this is not enough to load a
register in one instruction. Due to this, multiple APU loads must be performed to load a
register. The following list outlines the steps taken in performing a load for the smallest
field size of 163.
1. A quad-word load is performed.
(a) APUFCMINSTRUCTION is set to a quad word load and both APUFCMIN-
STRVALID and APUFCMDECODED are set high.
(b) The FCM transitions from the Idle state to the Load Issue state.
(c) The FCM places the load instruction in the instruction queue.
(d) The FCM transitions to the Load Q0 state and lowers FCMAPULOADWAIT.
(e) When the first word is available, APUFCMLOADDATA is set to the data and
APUFCMLOADDVALID is set high.
(f) The FCM places the data into the instruction queue and transitions to the Load
Q0 state.
(g) When the second word is available, APUFCMLOADDATA is set to the data
and APUFCMLOADDVALID is set high.
(h) The FCM places the data into the instruction queue and transitions to the Load
Q1 state.
(i) When the third word is available, APUFCMLOADDATA is set to the data and
APUFCMLOADDVALID is set high.
(j) The FCM places the data into the instruction queue and transitions to the Load
Q2 state.
(k) When the fourth word is available, APUFCMLOADDATA is set to the data and
APUFCMLOADDVALID is set high.
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(l) The FCM places the data into the instruction queue and transitions to the Load
Q3 state.
(m) When the first word is available, APUFCMLOADDATA is set to the data and
APUFCMLOADDVALID is set high.
(n) The FCM places the data into the instruction queue and transitions to the Load
Done state, setting both FCMAPUDONE and FCMAPULOADWAIT high.
(o) The FCM transitions back to the IDLE state, lowering FCMAPUDONE.
2. A double word load is performed.
(a) APUFCMINSTRUCTION is set to a double word load and both APUFCMIN-
STRVALID and APUFCMDECODED are set high.
(b) The FCM transitions from the Idle state to the Load D0 state and lowers FCMA-
PULOADWAIT. The load instruction was already issued to the Tomasulo en-
gine during the quad word load.
(c) When the first word is available, APUFCMLOADDATA is set to the data and
APUFCMLOADDVALID is set high.
(d) The FCM places the data into the instruction queue and transitions to the Load
D1 state.
(e) When the second word is available, APUFCMLOADDATA is set to the data
and APUFCMLOADDVALID is set high.
(f) The FCM places the data into the instruction queue, setting unused bits to
’0’, and transitions to the Load Done state, setting both FCMAPUDONE and
FCMAPULOADWAIT high.
(g) The FCM transitions back to the IDLE state, lowering FCMAPUDONE.
Similar to loading a register, when retrieving data from a register for use in the C code,
multiple stores must be done depending on the field size. The following list outlines the
steps necessary to perform a store for a field size of 233 bits.
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1. A quad-word load is performed.
(a) APUFCMINSTRUCTION is set to a quad word store and both APUFCMIN-
STRVALID and APUFCMDECODED are set high.
(b) The FCM transitions from the Idle state to the Store Issue state.
(c) The FCM places the store instruction in the instruction queue and transitions to
the Store Wait state.
(d) The FCM waits for the store data valid signal to go high and then transitions to
the Store Q0 state.
(e) The first word of the data is placed on FCMAPURESULT, with unused bits set
to ’0’. FCMAPURESULTVALID is brought high and the FCM transitions to
the Store Q1 state.
(f) The second word of the data is placed on FCMAPURESULT and the FCM
transitions to the Store Q2 state.
(g) The third word of the data is placed on FCMAPURESULT and the FCM tran-
sitions to the Store Q3 state.
(h) The fourth word of the data is placed on FCMAPURESULT and the FCM tran-
sitions to the Store Done state.
(i) FCMAPURESULTVALID is brought low and FCMAPUDONE is set high. The
FCM transitions to the Idle state.
2. A second quad-word load is performed.
(a) APUFCMINSTRUCTION is set to a quad word store and both APUFCMIN-
STRVALID and APUFCMDECODED are set high.
(b) The FCM transitions from the Idle state to the Store Q0 state. The store in-
struction was issued by the previous quad word store. The store data is already
valid.
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Field Size (bits) Size Sequence
163 Quad Word→Double Word
233 Quad Word→Quad Word
283 Quad Word→Quad Word→Single Word
409 Quad Word→Quad Word→Quad Word→Single Word
571 Quad Word→Quad Word→Quad Word→Quad Word→Double Word
Table 5.3: Size Sequences for Loads and Stores
(c) The fifth word of the data is placed on FCMAPURESULT. FCMAPURESULT-
VALID is brought high and the FCM transitions to the Store Q1 state.
(d) The sixth word of the data is placed on FCMAPURESULT and the FCM tran-
sitions to the Store Q2 state.
(e) The seventh word of the data is placed on FCMAPURESULT and the FCM
transitions to the Store Q3 state.
(f) The eighth word of the data is placed on FCMAPURESULT and the FCM tran-
sitions to the Store Done state.
(g) FCMAPURESULTVALID is brought low and FCMAPUDONE is set high. The
FCM transitions to the Idle state.
Table 5.3 displays the sequence of sizes necessary for a load or store of each imple-
mented field size.
Apart from loads and stores, there are also the three arithmetic instructions, multiply,
square, and add. These are implemented as user-defined instructions. The configuration
register value for each can be seen in Table 5.4. These values were generated using Table
4.4.
The sequence of events for these UDIs is significantly shorter than the sequence for a
load or store. This is due to the UDIs not transferring any data, whereas the loads and stores
do. The sequence of events for any of the three UDIs is in the following list.
1. A UDI is issued to the APU
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Table 5.4: UDI Configuration Register Values
2. APUFCMINSTRVALID, APUFCMDECODED, and APUFCMDECUDIVALID are
all brought high. APUFCMDECUDI is set to the appropriate value for the UDI
issued.
3. The FCM transitions to one of Multiply Issue state, Square Issue state, or Add Issue
state, depending on the UDI issued.
4. The FCM places the instruction in to the instruction queue, brings FCMAPUDONE
high, and transitions to the UDI Done state.
5. FCMAPUDONE is brought low and the FCM transitions to the Idle state.
As an example, the VHDL code for the entity implementing the state machine for com-
munication between the APU and the Tomasulo engine for a field size of 571 bits can be
seen in Appendix C.2.
5.3 Arithmetic Unit Interface
Each of the different arithmetic units adheres to the same interface. This allows for chang-
ing the underlying arithmetic implementation without having to change anything in the
Tomasulo engine. The interface consists of the signals enumerated in Table 5.5.
The separate values for the valid signals allow the operands to be loaded separately,
such that one operand can be stored for use before the other is ready. Once both operands
are valid, the start signal is pulsed high, causing the arithmetic unit to begin execution.
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Signal Name Direction Description
a in Operand one input
a valid in Operand one valid indicator
b in Operand two input
b valid in Operand two valid indicator
start in Indicates when to start execution
reset in Resets the arithmetic unit
clk in Clock input
c out Result output
c valid out Result valid indicator
Table 5.5: Arithmetic Unit Interface Signals
Once execution is complete, the result is place on the output and the output valid signal is
pulled high. The result will continue to be valid until the arithmetic unit is reset.
5.4 Adder Design
Addition in a finite field is a simple exclusive-or’ing of the two inputs. This was imple-
mented in hardware as a series of two input exclusive-or gates. The number of such gates is
equal to the size of the finite field. The VHDL code for the adder can be seen in Appendix
C.3.
5.5 Squarer Design
Squaring in a normal basis is a right shift. The squarer used in this work is capable of
squaring the input a variable number of times. The number of times to square the input is
taken as the second input. The second input of the squarer is only five bits. This is because
this value is taken as the register number of the second operand as passed to the Tomasulo
engine from the APU instruction. The APU instruction only provides five bits for the
register number. The variable number of squarings allows for inversion to be implemented
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more efficiently. The VHDL code for the squarer can be seen in Appendix C.4.
5.6 Multiplier Design
Normal basis multiplication is significantly more complex than polynomial basis multipli-
cation. Given two elements of GF (2m), A = (a0, a1, · · · , am−1) and B = (b0, b1, · · · , bm−1),
where ais and bis are their normal basis coordinates, any bit of the product C = AB can be
obtained through a matrix multiplication: cm−1 = a ·M · bT . M is a binary m×m called
the multiplication matrix.
This work utilizes the multiplier of Reyhani-Masoleh and Hasan [21]. The multiplier is
digit-width variable with parallel output. The number of clock cycles necessary to generate
the output is variable. Each clock cycle performs more work on the multiplication, but no
bits of the output are generated until the last clock cycle, after which the entire result is
available. A general block diagram for the multiplier can be seen in Figure 5.4.
A detailed formulation for the architecture of the multiplier can be seen in [21]. The
number of clock cycles, q necessary to produce a result is dependent upon the digit width




Figure 5.4: Normal Basis Multiplier Block Diagram
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5.7 Inversion Software Routine
The use of projective coordinates for the elliptic curve points significantly reduces the num-
ber of inversions performed during a scalar multiplication. Such infrequent use makes a
dedicated hardware inversion unit inefficient. Instead, inversion is implemented in C code
running on the PowerPC. The inversion algorithms make use of the technique described in
Section 2.2.2.4. The individual derivations for each chain are in Appendix B. They are all
known to be optimal [12]. The C code for each field size follows.
GF (2163)
# d e f i n e f i e l d i n v ( r e s u l t , op , temp1 , temp2 , temp3 ) ( { \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , op , 1 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp1 , r e s u l t , op ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 2 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp2 , 4 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp2 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp3 , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp3 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp2 , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp2 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp3 , 2 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp3 , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp3 , temp1 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 4 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , r e s u l t , temp1 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp2 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp1 , temp3 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 1 ) ; } )
GF (2233)
# d e f i n e f i e l d i n v ( r e s u l t , op , temp1 , temp2 , temp3 ) ( { \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , op , 1 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , op ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 2 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 4 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp2 , temp1 , 24 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp1 , temp2 , r e s u l t ) ; \
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f i e l d s q r ( temp2 , temp1 , 20 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp2 , 20 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , r e s u l t , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , r e s u l t , 24 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp3 , temp1 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 14 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp1 , temp3 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 1 ) ; } ) ;
GF (2283)
# d e f i n e f i e l d i n v ( r e s u l t , op , temp1 , temp2 , temp3 ) ( { \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , op , 1 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , op ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 2 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 4 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 2 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 10 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp2 , temp1 , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp1 , temp2 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp2 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp2 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp2 , temp3 , 4 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp2 , temp1 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp2 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp2 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 26 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp2 , 1 ) ; } ) ;
GF (2409)
# d e f i n e f i e l d i n v ( r e s u l t , op , temp1 , temp2 , temp3 ) ( { \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , op , 1 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , op ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 2 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 4 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 16 ) ; \
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f i e l d m u l ( temp1 , temp3 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp2 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp2 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp2 , temp3 , 4 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp2 , temp1 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 24 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 14 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 31 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 31 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp3 , 1 ) ; } )
GF (2571)
# d e f i n e f i e l d i n v ( r e s u l t , op , temp1 , temp2 , temp3 ) ( { \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , op , 1 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , op ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 2 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 4 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 2 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 10 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp2 , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , temp2 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 26 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp2 , temp1 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 6 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp1 , r e s u l t , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp3 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , r e s u l t , 4 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp3 , temp1 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 8 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp3 , temp1 , r e s u l t ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , temp3 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 16 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( r e s u l t , temp1 , temp3 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp1 , r e s u l t , 30 ) ; \
f i e l d s q r ( temp3 , temp1 , 28 ) ; \
f i e l d m u l ( temp1 , temp3 , temp2 ) ; \
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f i e l d s q r ( r e s u l t , temp1 , 1 ) ; } )
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Chapter 6
Elliptic Curve Point Arithmetic
The chapter begins with a short overview of design decisions, followed by a brief overview
of the C code interface with the hardware. It continues with examples of the implemented
algorithms.
6.1 Preliminary Design Decisions
All elliptic curve algorithms are implemented as C code executing on the PowerPC core.
This allows for them to quickly incorporate algorithmic advances as they are made. For
comparison with previous work, two popular elliptic curve scalar multiplication algorithms
are implemented.
6.2 Auxiliary Processor Unit Interface
The elliptic curve arithmetic code interfaces with the finite field arithmetic hardware through
the Auxiliary Processor Unit (APU). Assembly mnemonics are used to abstract the inter-
face from the code, allowing programmers with no knowledge of hardware design to effi-
ciently program new algorithms on the system. A sample header file for GF (2163) can be
seen below.
# i f n d e f FCM H
# d e f i n e FCM H
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# i n c l u d e ” x b a s i c t y p e s . h ”
# i n c l u d e ” xpseudo asm . h ”
/ / Assembly mnemonics
# d e f i n e ld fcmx ( rn , base , a d r ) \
a s m v o l a t i l e ( ” ldfcmx ” # rn ” ,%0,%1\n ” : : ” b ” ( ba se ) , ” r ” ( a d r ) )
# d e f i n e lq fcmx ( rn , base , a d r ) \
a s m v o l a t i l e ( ” lqfcmx ” # rn ” ,%0,%1\n ” : : ” b ” ( ba se ) , ” r ” ( a d r ) )
# d e f i n e s tq fcmx ( rn , base , a d r ) \
a s m v o l a t i l e ( ” s tq fcmx ” # rn ” ,%0,%1\n ” : : ” b ” ( ba se ) , ” r ” ( a d r ) )
# d e f i n e s td fcmx ( rn , base , a d r ) \
a s m v o l a t i l e ( ” s td fcmx ” # rn ” ,%0,%1\n ” : : ” b ” ( ba se ) , ” r ” ( a d r ) )
# d e f i n e FCM load ( reg , d a t a ) ( { \
lq fcmx ( reg , da t a , 0 ) ; \
ld fcmx ( reg , da t a , 16 ) ; } )
# d e f i n e FCM store ( reg , d a t a ) ( { \
s tq fcmx ( reg , da t a , 0 ) ; \
s td fcmx ( reg , da t a , 16 ) ; } )
# d e f i n e FCM mul ( d e s t , op1 , op2 ) UDI0FCM( d e s t , op1 , op2 , IMM IMM IMM ) ;
# d e f i n e FCM sqr ( d e s t , op1 , op2 ) UDI1FCM( d e s t , op1 , op2 , IMM IMM IMM ) ;
# d e f i n e FCM add ( d e s t , op1 , op2 ) UDI2FCM( d e s t , op1 , op2 , IMM IMM IMM ) ;
# e n d i f
6.3 Double-and-Add Scalar Multiplication
The simplest algorithm for elliptic curve scalar multiplication is the double-and-add, or
binary, algorithm. It is described in detail in Section 2.3.5. This work used Lopez-Dahab
coordinates, described in Section 2.3.4.3. The double and add routines were implemented
separately and used by a double and add routine. This allows for the double and add rou-
tines to be rewritten using different coordinate systems without the need to rewrite the
double and add routine. An example of all three routines for GF (2163) can be seen below.
void p o i n t d o u b l e ( v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 r e s u l t [ 3 ] [ 8 ] ,
v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 ope rand [ 3 ] [ 8 ] ) {
FCM load ( 0 , ope rand [ 0 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 1 , ope rand [ 1 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 2 , ope rand [ 2 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 3 , s q r t b ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 4 , 0 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 5 , 2 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 6 , 5 , 3 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 12 , 1 , 6 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 7 , 0 , 2 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 8 , 7 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 9 , 4 , 6 ) ;
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f i e l d s q r ( 10 , 9 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 11 , 4 , 7 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 13 , 12 , 9 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 14 , 11 , 13 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 15 , 14 , 1 ) ;
FCM store ( 8 , r e s u l t [ 2 ] ) ;
FCM store ( 10 , r e s u l t [ 0 ] ) ;
FCM store ( 15 , r e s u l t [ 1 ] ) ;
}
void p o i n t a d d i t i o n ( v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 r e s u l t [ 3 ] [ 8 ] ,
v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 op1 [ 3 ] [ 8 ] ,
v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 op2 [ 3 ] [ 8 ] ) {
Xuin t8 i , j ;
i f ( ! op1 [ 2 ] [ 0 ] && ! op1 [ 2 ] [ 1 ] && ! op1 [ 2 ] [ 2 ] &&
! op1 [ 2 ] [ 3 ] && ! op1 [ 2 ] [ 4 ] && ! op1 [ 2 ] [ 5 ] ) {
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i ++ ) {
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < 6 ; j ++ ) {
r e s u l t [ i ] [ j ] = op2 [ i ] [ j ] ;
}
}
} e l s e i f ( ! op2 [ 2 ] [ 0 ] && ! op2 [ 2 ] [ 1 ] && ! op2 [ 2 ] [ 2 ] &&
! op2 [ 2 ] [ 3 ] && ! op2 [ 2 ] [ 4 ] && ! op2 [ 2 ] [ 5 ] ) {
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i ++ ) {
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < 6 ; j ++ ) {
r e s u l t [ i ] [ j ] = op1 [ i ] [ j ] ;
}
}
} e l s e {
FCM load ( 0 , op1 [ 0 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 1 , op1 [ 1 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 2 , op1 [ 2 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 3 , op2 [ 0 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 4 , op2 [ 1 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 5 , op2 [ 2 ] ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 6 , 0 , 5 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 7 , 3 , 2 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 8 , 6 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 9 , 7 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 10 , 6 , 7 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 11 , 8 , 9 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 12 , 5 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 13 , 1 , 12 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 14 , 2 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 15 , 4 , 14 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 0 , 13 , 15 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 1 , 0 , 10 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 3 , 2 , 5 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 4 , 3 , 11 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 5 , 15 , 9 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 10 , 6 , 5 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 12 , 8 , 13 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 14 , 7 , 12 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 15 , 14 , 10 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 0 , 1 , 4 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 2 , 0 , 15 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 3 , 6 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 5 , 11 , 13 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 6 , 3 , 5 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 7 , 6 , 11 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 8 , 7 , 2 ) ;
FCM store ( 4 , r e s u l t [ 2 ] ) ;
FCM store ( 15 , r e s u l t [ 0 ] ) ;
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FCM store ( 8 , r e s u l t [ 1 ] ) ;
}
}
void p o i n t m u l t i p l y d o u b l e a n d a d d ( v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 r e s u l t [ 3 ] [ 8 ] ,
v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 s c a l a r [ 8 ] , v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 p o i n t [ 3 ] [ 8 ] ) {
/ / I n i t i a l i z e r e s u l t t o t h e p o i n t a t i n f i n i t y
Xuin t8 i ;
Xin t16 j ;
r e s u l t [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = 0 x07 ;
r e s u l t [ 0 ] [ 1 ] = r e s u l t [ 0 ] [ 2 ] = r e s u l t [ 0 ] [ 3 ]
= r e s u l t [ 0 ] [ 4 ] = r e s u l t [ 0 ] [ 5 ] = 0xFFFFFFFF ;
r e s u l t [ 0 ] [ 6 ] = r e s u l t [ 0 ] [ 7 ] = 0 ;
r e s u l t [ 1 ] [ 0 ] = r e s u l t [ 1 ] [ 1 ] = r e s u l t [ 1 ] [ 2 ] = r e s u l t [ 1 ] [ 3 ]
= r e s u l t [ 1 ] [ 4 ] = r e s u l t [ 1 ] [ 5 ]
= r e s u l t [ 1 ] [ 6 ] = r e s u l t [ 1 ] [ 7 ] = 0 ;
r e s u l t [ 2 ] [ 0 ] = r e s u l t [ 2 ] [ 1 ] = r e s u l t [ 2 ] [ 2 ] = r e s u l t [ 2 ] [ 3 ]
= r e s u l t [ 2 ] [ 4 ] = r e s u l t [ 2 ] [ 5 ]
= r e s u l t [ 2 ] [ 6 ] = r e s u l t [ 2 ] [ 7 ] = 0 ;
/ / Guide t o ECC ( Hankerson e t a l ) A l g o r i t h m 3 . 2 7 pg . 97
i f ( s c a l a r [ 0 ] & 4 )
p o i n t a d d i t i o n ( r e s u l t , p o i n t , r e s u l t ) ;
p o i n t d o u b l e ( r e s u l t , r e s u l t ) ;
i f ( s c a l a r [ 0 ] & 2 )
p o i n t a d d i t i o n ( r e s u l t , p o i n t , r e s u l t ) ;
p o i n t d o u b l e ( r e s u l t , r e s u l t ) ;
i f ( s c a l a r [ 0 ] & 1 )
p o i n t a d d i t i o n ( r e s u l t , p o i n t , r e s u l t ) ;
f o r ( i = 1 ; i < 6 ; i ++ ) {
f o r ( j = 3 1 ; j >= 0 ; j−− ) {
p o i n t d o u b l e ( r e s u l t , r e s u l t ) ;
i f ( s c a l a r [ i ] & ( 1 << j ) )





As an example of a more advanced technique than the simple double and add algorithm,
Montgomery scalar multiplication, as described in Section 2.3.5, was implemented. Stan-
dard projective coordinates were used. An example of the C code for GF (2163) can be seen
below.
void p o i n t m u l t i p l y m o n t g o m e r y ( v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 r e s u l t [ 3 ] [ 8 ] ,
v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 s c a l a r [ 8 ] ,
v o l a t i l e Xuin t32 p o i n t [ 3 ] [ 8 ] ) {
Xuin t8 t ;
t = 163 ;
whi le ( ! ( s c a l a r [ 5 − ( t − 1 ) / 32 ] & ( 1 << ( ( t − 1 ) % 32 ) ) ) ) t−−;
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t−−;
/ / Guide t o ECC ( Hankerson e t a l ) A l g o r i t h m 3 . 4 0 pg . 103
FCM load ( 0 , p o i n t [ 0 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 1 , p o i n t [ 1 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 2 , b ) ;
FCM load ( 3 , p o i n t [ 0 ] ) ;
FCM load ( 4 , one ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 6 , 3 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 7 , 3 , 2 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 5 , 7 , 2 ) ;
f o r ( ; t > 0 ; t−− ) {
f i e l d m u l ( 7 , 3 , 6 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 8 , 5 , 4 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 9 , 7 , 8 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 10 , 7 , 8 ) ;
i f ( s c a l a r [ 5 − ( t − 1 ) / 32 ] & ( 1 << ( ( t − 1 ) % 32 ) ) ) {
f i e l d m u l ( 15 , 5 , 6 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 4 , 9 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 11 , 0 , 4 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 3 , 11 , 10 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 12 , 5 , 2 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 13 , 6 , 2 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 14 , 2 , 13 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 5 , 12 , 14 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 6 , 15 , 1 ) ;
} e l s e {
f i e l d m u l ( 15 , 3 , 4 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 6 , 9 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 11 , 0 , 6 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 5 , 11 , 10 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 12 , 3 , 2 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 13 , 4 , 2 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 14 , 2 , 13 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 3 , 12 , 14 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 4 , 15 , 1 ) ;
}
}
f i e l d i n v ( 7 , 4 , 8 , 9 , 10 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 8 , 3 , 7 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 9 , 0 , 4 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 10 , 3 , 9 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 11 , 0 , 6 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 12 , 5 , 11 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 13 , 10 , 12 ) ;
f i e l d s q r ( 14 , 0 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 15 , 14 , 1 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 2 , 4 , 6 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 3 , 15 , 2 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 4 , 13 , 3 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 5 , 0 , 8 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 6 , 5 , 4 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 7 , 0 , 2 ) ;
f i e l d i n v ( 9 , 7 , 10 , 11 , 12 ) ;
f i e l d m u l ( 10 , 6 , 9 ) ;
f i e l d a d d ( 11 , 10 , 1 ) ;
FCM store ( 8 , r e s u l t [ 0 ] ) ;





7.1 Multiplier Post-Synthesis Estimations
Post-synthesis estimated area results were gathered for each field size at multiple digit
widths. For a particular field, multiple digit widths can result in the same number of clock
cycles necessary to compute the results. Out of these digit widths, only the smallest were
synthesized, as this results in the smallest amount of logic necessary. Additionally, the digit
width was increased for each field size until the design consumed all of the FPGA’s logic.
The last column of each table represents the area efficiency of the multiplier versus a
multiplier with digit width one, also called a serial multiplier. The efficiency of a multiplier







The area efficiency graphs maintain equal ranges for the x and y axes. This allows for
direct comparison between any two field sizes. The x-axis of the area efficiency graphs
uses a logarithmic scale of base two. The results obtained become less dense as the digit
width is increased. The use of a logarithmic scale allows for easier visual analysis of the
area efficiency data. The slice utilization data has a largely linear trend, so the slice graphs
adhere to the standard linear x-axis.
The results for the GF (2163) multiplier can be seen in Table 7.1 and Figures 7.1 and
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Digit Width Clock Cycles % Slices Area Efficiency
1 163 2.16 1.00
2 82 2.63 1.63
3 55 2.84 2.25
4 41 3.09 2.77
5 33 3.97 2.68
6 28 4.21 2.98
7 24 4.58 3.19
8 21 4.76 3.52
9 19 5.49 3.37
10 17 6.05 3.42
11 15 6.47 3.62
12 14 6.91 3.63
13 13 7.88 3.43
14 12 8.26 3.55
15 11 8.40 3.80
17 10 9.41 3.73
19 9 9.83 3.97
21 8 11.06 3.97
24 7 12.44 4.04
28 6 14.62 4.01
33 5 17.50 4.02
41 4 22.15 3.97
55 3 30.14 3.89
82 2 42.12 4.17
163 1 66.87 5.26
Table 7.1: GF (2163) Multiplier Results
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y = 0.423x + 2.331
R² = 0.984

































































Figure 7.2: GF (2163) Multiplier Area Efficiency versus Digit Width
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Figure 7.3: GF (2233) Multiplier %Slices versus Digit Width
7.2. The slices necessary for GF (2163) follow a largely linear trend until the digit width
becomes large. This is due to the increases amount of logic inherent for a larger digit width.
The more logic necessary for the circuit, the larger the likelihood for the synthesis tools to
be able to reuse portions of that logic. This is known as functional decomposition. As such,
there is a decline in area usage at very high digit widths. It is worthwhile to note that the
area efficiency, in general, increases with the digit width. This reveals that the underlying
multiplier architecture scales well when greater performance is necessary in a design.
The results for the GF (2233) multiplier can be seen in Table 7.2 and Figures 7.3 and
7.4. The results for GF (2233) are unexpected. This field size has a Gaussian normal base of
type two, otherwise called an optimal normal basis. This is because the necessary logic to
implement a multiplier for this field size is theoretically the least possible, as the exclusive-
or gates necessary have only two inputs. The resulting area, however, is extremely erratic.
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Digit Width Clock Cycles % Slices Ratio
1 233 4.15 1.00
2 117 3.32 2.49
3 78 3.71 3.34
4 59 4.49 3.65
5 47 6.20 3.32
6 39 7.58 3.28
7 34 9.79 2.91
8 30 10.57 3.05
9 26 9.90 3.76
10 24 11.92 3.38
11 22 12.27 3.58
12 20 15.00 3.23
13 18 17.33 3.10
14 17 19.62 2.90
15 16 21.22 2.85
16 15 17.24 3.74
17 14 21.59 3.20
18 13 26.42 2.82
20 12 21.69 3.72
22 11 24.75 3.55
24 10 30.83 3.14
26 9 40.47 2.66
30 8 39.85 3.04
34 7 47.00 2.94
39 6 57.93 2.78
47 5 71.35 2.71
59 4 79.07 3.06














































Figure 7.4: GF (2233) Multiplier Area Efficiency versus Digit Width
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This causes the area efficiency to quickly peak and become erratic. Where this multiplier
architecture implemented in an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), the theoret-
ical logic limits would hold true. In an ASIC, only the exact amount of gates necessary
to implement a set of logic are generated. On an FPGA, however, the logic resources are
static, and it is up to the synthesis tools to best place the synthesized logic onto the available
resources.
On the Virtex4 platform, the look-up tables used to realize the logic have four inputs
and one output. For Gaussian normal bases of type four or more, this works well, as there
are at least four inputs to each boolean equation. For a type two basis, however, there are
only two inputs for each equation. This causes a poor mapping to FPGA resources, causing
them to be underutilized when compared to higher types that can make use of functional
decomposition. This is why the usually optimal normal basis actually has an inefficient
implementation on a Virtex4 FPGA.
The results for the GF (2283), GF (2409), and GF (2571) multipliers can be seen in Tables
7.3 to 7.5 and Figures 7.5 to 7.10. The results for GF (2283), GF (2409), and GF (2571)
follow the same trends as those for GF (2163). The slice utilization increases linearly and
the area efficiency generally increases with digit width. For GF (2571), the area efficiency
appears to plateau. This is expected, as GF (2571) has a Gaussian normal basis of type ten,
which is expected to be inefficient.
7.2 Pure Software Comparison Implementation
The fastest reported pure software implementation times for the double and add algorithm
and Montgomery multiplication for the NIST recommend curves were reported by Hanker-
son et.al. [13]. The algorithms were coded in C and executed on a Pentium II 400 MHz
workstation. For reference, the platform used in this work clocked the PowerPC core at 200
MHz and the FPGA fabric at 66.7MHz. Unlike this work, the pure software implementa-
tion utilized polynomial basis. As normal basis multiplication is less efficient in software
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Digit Width Clock Cycles % Slices Ratio
1 283 4.53 1.00
2 142 4.56 1.98
3 95 5.58 2.42
4 71 6.67 2.71
5 57 8.93 2.52
6 48 9.18 2.91
7 41 9.59 3.26
8 36 10.57 3.37
9 32 12.03 3.33
10 29 12.97 3.41
11 26 14.72 3.35
12 24 16.94 3.15
13 22 16.59 3.51
14 21 16.69 3.66
15 19 18.54 3.64
16 18 19.68 3.62
17 17 20.32 3.71
18 16 20.95 3.82
19 15 22.16 3.86
21 14 24.47 3.74
22 13 25.78 3.82
24 12 27.35 3.90
26 11 30.35 3.84
29 10 32.93 3.89
32 9 35.84 3.97
36 8 39.61 4.04
41 7 43.65 4.20
48 6 50.82 4.20
57 5 60.32 4.25
71 4 74.17 4.32
95 3 98.56 4.34
Table 7.3: GF (2283) Multiplier Results
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Figure 7.6: GF (2283) Multiplier Area Efficiency versus Digit Width
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Digit Width Clock Cycles % Slices Ratio
1 409 5.30 1.00
2 205 7.35 1.44
3 137 7.21 2.19
4 103 7.88 2.67
5 82 8.73 3.02
6 69 10.21 3.08
7 59 10.76 3.41
8 52 12.78 3.26
9 46 14.09 3.34
10 41 15.06 3.51
11 38 15.67 3.64
12 35 16.81 3.68
13 32 19.92 3.40
14 30 18.28 3.95
15 28 21.33 3.63
16 26 22.56 3.69
17 25 21.55 4.02
18 23 23.04 4.09
19 22 24.20 4.07
20 21 25.79 4.00
21 20 26.38 4.11
22 19 27.18 4.19
23 18 28.32 4.25
25 17 30.02 4.24
26 16 32.33 4.19
28 15 34.32 4.21
30 14 36.20 4.27
32 13 38.46 4.33
35 12 41.62 4.34
38 11 43.22 4.56
41 10 45.94 4.72
46 9 50.63 4.75
52 8 58.48 4.63
59 7 66.00 4.69
69 6 78.88 4.58
82 5 96.20 4.50
Table 7.4: GF (2409) Multiplier Results
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Figure 7.8: GF (2409) Multiplier Area Efficiency versus Digit Width
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Digit Width Clock Cycles % Slices Ratio
1 571 8.79 1.00
2 286 11.70 1.50
3 191 13.67 1.92
4 143 17.18 2.04
5 115 20.08 2.17
6 96 21.89 2.39
7 82 26.26 2.33
8 72 28.54 2.44
9 64 31.37 2.50
10 58 33.77 2.56
11 52 40.03 2.41
12 48 42.75 2.45
13 44 46.77 2.44
14 41 49.56 2.47
15 39 47.56 2.71
16 36 56.82 2.45
17 34 60.45 2.44
18 32 62.59 2.51
19 31 58.73 2.76
20 29 66.67 2.60
21 28 66.32 2.70
22 26 78.67 2.45
23 25 79.69 2.52
24 24 84.09 2.49
25 23 87.43 2.50
26 22 93.22 2.45
28 21 96.86 2.47
Table 7.5: GF (2571) Multiplier Results
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Figure 7.10: GF (2571) Multiplier Area Efficiency versus Digit Width
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Field Size Multiplication (µs) Squaring (µs) Addition (µs) Inversion (µs)
163 3.000 0.400 0.100 30.990
233 5.070 0.500 0.120 53.220
283 6.230 0.750 0.130 70.320
409 9.715 1.065 0.163 111.260
571 14.103 1.522 0.204 164.249
Table 7.6: Pure Software Timing for Finite Field Arithmetic Operations [13]






Table 7.7: Pure Software Timing for Elliptic Curve Scalar Multiplication [13]
than polynomial basis multiplication, this fact skews the results slightly in the pure soft-
ware implementation’s favor. The software also used the Extended Euclidean Algorithm
for finite field inversion. For both the double and add algorithm and Montgomery multipli-
cation, the software implementation utilized projective coordinates. The timings found for
the NIST recommended binary curves can be seen in Tables 7.6 and 7.7. The timings for
the 409 bit and 571 bit field size were projected from the published results.
7.3 Finite Field Arithmetic Hardware Timing
The timing and subsequent speedup over pure software for the finite field squaring and ad-
dition operations can be seen in Table 7.8 and Figure 7.11. While the squaring and addition
operations are the simplest finite field arithmetic operations, their speedups over the pure
software are important as the digit width of the multiplier is increased. The speedup for ad-
dition is fairly small, which is expected. Addition is a bit-wise exclusive-or’ing of the two
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Sqr./Add Speedup
Field Size Time (µs) Sqr. Add
163 0.090 4.444 1.111
233 0.090 5.556 1.333
283 0.090 8.333 1.444
409 0.090 11.837 1.808
571 0.090 16.915 2.262



































Figure 7.11: Squaring and Addition Speedups over Pure Software
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Table 7.9: Finite Field Multiplication Timing
operands, which can be efficiently implemented in both software and hardware. Squaring
in a normal basis is significantly faster than polynomial basis squaring. This is reflected in
the large speedup obtained in hardware over software.
The timings and subsequent speedup over pure software for the finite field multipli-
cation can be seen in Table 7.9 and Figurefig:MultSpeedup. The speedups for finite field
multiplication are as expected. The serial versions of the multiplier show little performance
improvement over pure software. As the digit width increases, the performance of the mul-
tiplier follows a logarithmic curve, with an initial large speed gain followed by decreasing
gains. This pattern matches the theoretical clock cycle decrease pattern, which is also log-
arithmic in nature.
The timing and speedup over pure software for finite field inversion utilizing serial
multipliers can be seen in Table 7.10 and Figure 7.13. Observe the effect of increasing








































Figure 7.12: Multiplication Speedups versus Pure Software
Number of Each Inversion Inversion













409 1 69.269 1.606
571 1 114.029 1.440


































Figure 7.13: Inversion Speedups over Pure Software with Serial Multipliers
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Number of Each Multiplier Inversion Inversion
Field Size Arithmetic Unit Digit Width Time (µs) Speedup
163
1 163 1.710 18.123
2 55 1.980 15.652
3 33 1.635 18.954
4 21 1.680 18.466
233
1 59 1.890 28.159
2 24 2.040 26.088
3 6 5.460 9.747
283
1 57 2.769 25.395
2 26 2.845 24.717
409 1 59 2.909 38.247
571 1 15 10.094 16.272
Table 7.11: Finite Field Inversion with Maximum Digit Width Multipliers Timing
achieved quickly plateaus once there are two of each arithmetic unit. This is due to the
highly sequential nature of the inversion algorithm. The majority of the steps involved
depend upon the result from the previous step. An initial speedup is seen when the number
of each arithmetic unit is increased to two because this overlaps the issue and read operands
stage of the next step with the execution of the previous.
The timing and speedup over pure software for finite field inversion untilizing max-
imum digit width multipliers can be seen in Table 7.11. The multiplier digit width was
maximized for each combination of field size and number of arithmetic units. This was
done to see how much performance could be gained by utilizing the device fully. The re-
sulting inversion speedups are far larger than the ones obtained with serial multipliers. In
particular, for field size 409 with one of each arithmetic unit, a multiplier with a digit width
of 59 bits was achieved, resulting in a speedup of more than 38 times over pure software.
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Number of Each Time (ms) Speedup
Field Size Arithmetic Unit D&A Mont. D&A Mont
163
1 4.745 2.520 0.994 1.286
2 2.850 1.273 1.655 2.545
3 2.471 1.069 1.908 3.032
4 2.271 0.864 2.077 3.750
233
1 9.437 5.081 1.142 1.515
2 5.682 2.674 1.896 2.879
3 4.827 2.140 2.232 3.596
283
1 13.773 7.440 1.171 1.559
2 8.288 3.760 1.945 3.086
409 1 28.542 15.392 1.300 1.765
571 1 54.819 29.857 1.428 1.976






































Figure 7.14: Scalar Multiplication Speedup over Pure Software with Serial Multipliers
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Number of Each Multiplier Time (ms) Speedup
Field Size Arithmetic Unit Digit Width D&A Mont. D&A Mont
163
1 163 0.714 0.132 6.605 24.487
2 55 0.763 0.149 6.180 21.806
3 33 0.763 0.147 6.182 21.975
4 21 0.763 0.147 6.182 22.033
233
1 59 1.246 0.215 8.649 35.807
2 24 1.208 0.210 8.921 36.624
3 6 1.441 0.399 7.480 19.289
283
1 57 1.743 0.305 9.248 38.001
2 26 1.695 0.255 9.510 45.551
409 1 59 3.204 0.486 11.577 55.862
571 1 15 7.810 2.331 10.023 25.316
Table 7.13: Scalar Multiplication with Maximum Digit Width Multipliers Timing
7.4 Scalar Multiplication
Initially, the finite field multipliers were kept serial (digit width equal to one) as the number
of each arithmetic unit was varied. The timing and speedup over pure software for scalar
multiplication utilizing these serial multipliers can be seen in Table 7.12 and Figure 7.14.
This shows the ability to exploit instruction level parallelism in the scalar multiplication
routines. The speedups see steady performance gains as the number of each arithmetic unit
is increased up to four. Unfortunately, more than four of each arithmetic unit could not fit
on the FPGA, even for the smallest field size. It is unknown whether additional parallelism
can be exploited by further arithmetic units.
The digit width for the multipliers was then maximized for each combination of field
size and number of arithmetic units. The timing and speedup over pure software for scalar
multiplication utilizing these maximum digit width multipliers can be seen in Table 7.13.
The resulting speedups are large, ranging from 19 times faster to over 55 times faster. This
demonstrates that the system achieves significant performance increase, even though the


































































Digit Width = 1
Digit Width = 3
Digit Width = 5
Digit Width = 7
Figure 7.15: Varying Digit Width Montgomery Multiplication Results for GF (2163)
to Table 7.12, it is difficult to determine which to increase, the number of arithmetic units
or the multiplier digit width, depending on the desired performance gain. This is because
only the minimum and maximum digit widths are implemented. Implementations falling
between these two absolutes were further investigated to determine the possible benefits of
faster field multiplication versus increased instruction-level parallelism.
Table 7.14 shows the results from varying the digit width over the same range for each
possible number of arithmetic units for a field size of 163 bits. The “Times Faster” and
“Times Bigger” columns represent the performance improvement and area increase for
each implementation over the implementation with one of each arithmetic unit and a serial
multiplier. Figure 7.15 shows the trade offs between increasing the multiplier digit width
and increasing the number of each arithmetic unit. The black dashed lines represent equal
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Table 7.14: Varying Digit Width Montgomery Multiplication Timing for GF (2163)
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Mont. Speedup Over Soft. Power (W) Area (Num. Slices)
Field Size Smallest Fastest Increase Smallest Fastest Increase Smallest Fastest Increase
163 1.286 24.487 19.041 1.737 4.041 2.326 4156 23319 5.611
233 1.515 36.624 24.174 1.706 3.570 2.093 5432 20588 3.790
283 1.559 45.551 29.218 1.608 3.998 2.486 6703 24786 3.698
409 1.765 55.862 31.650 2.035 4.108 2.019 9169 25278 2.757
571 1.976 25.316 12.812 2.215 4.650 2.099 12462 23113 1.855
Table 7.15: Montgomery Speedup, Power, and Area Comparison Between Smallest and
Fastest Implementation
digit widths across the number of each arithmetic unit. The results clearly show that in-
creasing the number of arithmetic units beyond two results in little performance gain for a
large area increase.
The final metric to evaluate is the increase in power and size when improving perfor-
mance. As Table 7.15 and Figure 7.16 show, the design used in this work becomes signifi-
cantly more area and power efficient as the speed of the scalar multiplication is increased.
This is largely due to the nature of the normal basis multiplier used. As the main bottleneck
of the system, and the largest component when the digit width is large, its characteristics










































This chapter begins with a discussion of this works contributions and end with possibilities
for future work.
8.1 Contributions
In this thesis, a new platform for the implementation of elliptic curve scalar multiplica-
tion was investigated: the hybrid FPGA. Hybrid FPGAs allow for the close union of both
software and hardware with minimal communication overhead. The Xilinx Virtex4 Hy-
brid FPGA was used in this work. C code executing on a PowerPC processor performed
complex elliptic curve arithmetic algorithms. This C code interfaced with a finite field
processor placed in reconfigurable fabric surrounding the processor.
The finite field processor implemented the Tomasulo algorithm, allowing for it to dy-
namically re-order instruction execution to eliminate name dependencies. This frees pro-
grammers from needed a deep understanding of the hardware to rapidly integrate elliptic
curve arithmetic algorithm advances into the existing C code. A normal basis for the finite
field was used in this work, allowing for rapid execution of squarings, but creating a more
complex multiplier architecture than a polynomial basis would generate.
Both the double and add method and the Montgomery method for elliptic curve scalar
multiplication were implemented. The results were compared to an optimized pure soft-
ware implementation executing on a Pentium II workstations. The resulting speedups
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reach 24 times for GF (2163), 36 times for GF (2233), 45 times for GF (2283), 55 times
for GF (2409), and 25 times for GF (2571). The results further indicate that increasing the
number of arithmetic units in the Tomasulo engine beyond two is inefficient, as increasing
the digit width of the multiplier will achieve the same speedup with a better area efficiency.
Furthermore, the design increases in both power and area efficiency as performance is in-
creased, showing that it is viable in both low area applications as well as high performance
ones.
8.2 Future Work
The Tomasulo engine implemented in this work contains the critical delay path. By in-
troducing more pipeline stages into the processor, a higher frequency could be achieved,
allowing the arithmetic units to perform faster. Additionally, the register file used imple-
ments two dual-port block RAMs, each with the same contents. This redundancy allows
for more parallel reads and writes, however it is inefficient. A new implementation of the
register file may decrease the overall area and power for the processor.
A normal basis was chosen for the finite field elements in this work. A normal basis and
polynomial basis have been compared before in the context of the finite field arithmetic. A
comparison between the two in the context of a full elliptic curve scalar multiplication has
not been done, however. It would be interesting to see which basis is superior in such a
context.
This work implemented two popular algorithms for elliptic curve scalar multiplication:
the double and add method, and the Montgomery method. More advanced techniques for
scalar multiplication could be rapidly investigated on the general platform. The result-
ing possible instruction level parallelism may change the resulting recommendation on the
number of each arithmetic unit used.
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This appendix chapter provides a complete example for how a simple Tomasulo processor







The characteristics of the processor are as follows:
• Single instruction issue per cycle.
• The issue and write CDB stages each take one cycle.
• The processor has one CDB.
• When more than one instruction attempts to simultaneously write to the CDB, the
one issued first will succeed.
• Data dependent instructions can begin executing the cycle after the final data is writ-
ten to the CDB.
• Stores never write to the CDB: they have no write CDB stage.
• Both the functional unit and reservation station can be used the cycle after the previ-
ous instruction’s write CDB stage.
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• There are sufficient functional units for the reservation stations shown in the table.
• Load and store operations each have one execution cycle (performs both address
calculation and memory access).
• All arithmetic units are pipelined with the following characteristics:
– ADD/SUB has two execution cycles
– MUL has three execution cycles
• All registers have been pre-loaded.
• Register R1 contains the value 1024
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1
SUB F2 F2 F8
STR F2 0 R1
MUL F2 F8 F4
ADD F6 F2 F2
LD F2 16 R1
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source








F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y N Y Y Y
Source Add/Sub 1
Table A.1: End of Cycle 1
During cycle 1, the first ADD instruction is issued to reservation station Add/Sub 1. Its
operands are valid, so they are read from the register file into the reservation station.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2
SUB F2 F2 F8 2
STR F2 0 R1
MUL F2 F8 F4
ADD F6 F2 F2
LD F2 16 R1
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source
1 Add/Sub 1 Y Add R(F4) R(F6)
W Add/Sub 2 Y Sub R(F8) Add/Sub 1
Multiply N
Load/Store Reservation Stations:




F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y N Y Y Y
Source Add/Sub 2
Table A.2: End of Cycle 2
During cycle 2, the first ADD instruction begins execution. The SUB instruction is
issued to reservation station Add/Sub 2. Notice that the data in F8 is valid, so it is loaded
into the reservation station. However, register F2 is waiting on the result from Add/Sub
1. Rather than have the SUB instruction wait for the data in the register to become valid,
the reservation station stores the source for F2 as the source for its second operand. This
allows the source for F2 to be changed to Add/Sub 2. Later, when the ADD completes, it
will write its result directly to the Add/Sub 2 reservation station.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2 3
SUB F2 F2 F8 2
STR F2 0 R1 3
MUL F2 F8 F4
ADD F6 F2 F2
LD F2 16 R1
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source
0 Add/Sub 1 Y Add R(F4) R(F6)
W Add/Sub 2 Y Sub R(F8) Add/Sub 1
Multiply N
Load/Store Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Address Source
Load N -
W Store Y 1024 Add/Sub 2
Register Status:
F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y N Y Y Y
Source Add/Sub 2
Table A.3: End of Cycle 3
During cycle 3, the ADD instruction completes its execution and the STR instruction is
issued. The store instruction depends on the result from the Add/Sub 2 reservation station,
which is recorded in its reservation station.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2 3 4
SUB F2 F2 F8 2
STR F2 0 R1 3
MUL F2 F8 F4 4
ADD F6 F2 F2
LD F2 16 R1
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source
Add/Sub 1 N
2 Add/Sub 2 Y Sub R(Add/Sub 1) R(F8)
3 Multiply Y Mul R(F8) R(F4)
Load/Store Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Address Source
Load N -
W Store Y 1024 Add/Sub 2
Register Status:
F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y N Y Y Y
Source Multiply
Table A.4: End of Cycle 4
During cycle 4, the first ADD instruction writes its result to the CDB. This will allow
the SUB instruction to begin execution during the next clock cycle. Also, Add/Sub 1 is no
longer in use. The MUL instruction is issued and can begin execution during the next clock
cycle, as its operands are currently valid.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2 3 4
SUB F2 F2 F8 2 5
STR F2 0 R1 3
MUL F2 F8 F4 4 5
ADD F6 F2 F2 5
LD F2 16 R1
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source
W Add/Sub 1 Y Add Multiply Multiply
1 Add/Sub 2 Y Sub R(Add/Sub 1) R(F8)
2 Multiply Y Mul R(F8) R(F4)
Load/Store Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Address Source
Load N -
W Store Y 1024 Add/Sub 2
Register Status:
F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y N Y N Y
Source Multiply Add/Sub 1
Table A.5: End of Cycle 5
During clock cycle 5, the SUB and MUL instructions both start execution. The sec-
ond ADD instruction is issued and must wait for the completion of the MUL to begin its
execution.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2 3 4
SUB F2 F2 F8 2 5 6
STR F2 0 R1 3
MUL F2 F8 F4 4 5
ADD F6 F2 F2 5
LD F2 16 R1 6
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source
W Add/Sub 1 Y Add Multiply Multiply
0 Add/Sub 2 Y Sub R(Add/Sub 1) R(F8)
1 Multiply Y Mul R(F8) R(F4)
Load/Store Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Address Source
1 Load Y 1040 -
W Store Y 1024 Add/Sub 2
Register Status:
F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y N Y N Y
Source Load Add/Sub 1
Table A.6: End of Cycle 6
During clock cycle 6, the SUB instruction completes its execution. Also, the LD in-
struction is issued. A large number of instructions use register F2 as their destination, but
thanks to the Tomasulo algorithm, none of them have needed to be stalled due to hazards.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2 3 4
SUB F2 F2 F8 2 5 6 7
STR F2 0 R1 3
MUL F2 F8 F4 4 5 7
ADD F6 F2 F2 5
LD F2 16 R1 6 7 7
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source
W Add/Sub 1 Y Add Multiply Multiply
Add/Sub 2 N
0 Multiply Y Mul R(F8) R(F4)
Load/Store Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Address Source
0 Load Y 1040 -
1 Store Y 1024
Register Status:
F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y N Y N Y
Source Load Add/Sub 1
Table A.7: End of Cycle 7
During clock cycle 7, the SUB instruction writes to the CDB, allowing the store in-
struction to begin execution during the next clock cycle. Both the MUL and LD instruction
complete their execution and will contend for the CDB during the next clock cycle.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2 3 4
SUB F2 F2 F8 2 5 6 7
STR F2 0 R1 3 8 8
MUL F2 F8 F4 4 5 7 8
ADD F6 F2 F2 5
LD F2 16 R1 6 7 7
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source




Cycles Left Type Busy? Address Source
0 Load Y 1040 -
Store N
Register Status:
F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y N Y N Y
Source Load Add/Sub 1
Table A.8: End of Cycle 8
During clock cycle 8, the store completes its execution. Since stores do not need to
write the CDB, the store reservation station is now freed. The MUL and LD instructions both
completed execution last cycle. Since the MUL instruction was issued first, it is allowed to
write to the CDB. The load reservation station is still occupied and must wait until the next
clock cycle to write to the CDB.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2 3 4
SUB F2 F2 F8 2 5 6 7
STR F2 0 R1 3 8 8
MUL F2 F8 F4 4 5 7 8
ADD F6 F2 F2 5 9
LD F2 16 R1 6 7 7 9
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source








F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y Y Y N Y
Source Add/Sub 1
Table A.9: End of Cycle 9
During clock cycle 9, the second ADD instruction begins execution, as its operands were
written to its reservation station in the last cycle. The load instruction writes to the CDB,
after having been denied access last clock cycle. The data in register F2 is now valid.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2 3 4
SUB F2 F2 F8 2 5 6 7
STR F2 0 R1 3 8 8
MUL F2 F8 F4 4 5 7 8
ADD F6 F2 F2 5 9 10
LD F2 16 R1 6 7 7 9
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:
Cycles Left Type Busy? Operation Op1 Op2 Op1 Source Op2 Source








F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y Y Y N Y
Source Add/Sub 1
Table A.10: End of Cycle 10
During clock cycle 10, the second ADD instruction completes its execution.
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Instruction Timing (by Clock Cycle):
Start End Write
Instruction Dest. Op1 Op2 Issue Execute Execute CDB
ADD F2 F4 F6 1 2 3 4
SUB F2 F2 F8 2 5 6 7
STR F2 0 R1 3 8 8
MUL F2 F8 F4 4 5 7 8
ADD F6 F2 F2 5 9 10 11
LD F2 16 R1 6 7 7 9
Arithmetic Unit Reservation Stations:









F0 F2 F4 F6 F8
Valid? Y Y Y Y Y
Source
Table A.11: End of Cycle 11
During clock cycle 11, the second ADD instruction writes to the CDB. The data in
















C.1 Tomasulo VHDL Source
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
use i e e e . s t d l o g i c 1 1 6 4 . a l l ;
use i e e e . n u m e r i c s t d . a l l ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− E n t i t y d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
e n t i t y t o m a s u l o i s
g e n e r i c (
f i e l d s i z e : i n t e g e r ;
d i g i t w i d t h : i n t e g e r ;
num regs : i n t e g e r ;
num muls : i n t e g e r ;
num adds : i n t e g e r ;
num sqrs : i n t e g e r ;
num max : i n t e g e r
) ;
port (
f i f o d a t a : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 31 downto 0 ) ;
c l o c k : in s t d l o g i c ;
r e s e t : in s t d l o g i c ;
f i f o e m p t y : in s t d l o g i c ;
f i f o v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
d a t a : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
d a t a v a l i d : out s t d l o g i c ;
f i f o r e a d : out s t d l o g i c
) ;
end t o m a s u l o ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− A r c h i t e c t u r e d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
a r c h i t e c t u r e s t r u c t u r a l of t o m a s u l o i s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− R e g i s t e r f i l e component d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
component r e g i s t e r f i l e
g e n e r i c (
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f i e l d s i z e : i n t e g e r ;
num regs : i n t e g e r
) ;
port (
c l o c k : in s t d l o g i c ;
w r i t e e n a b l e : in s t d l o g i c ;
w r i t e a d d r e s s : in i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
r e a d a d d r e s s a : in i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
r e a d a d d r e s s b : in i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
d a t a i n : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
d a t a o u t a : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;




−− M u l i p l i e r component d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
component m u l t i p l i e r i s
g e n e r i c (
d : i n t e g e r ;
m : i n t e g e r
) ;
port (
a : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
a v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
b : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
b v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
s t a r t : in s t d l o g i c ;
r e s e t : in s t d l o g i c ;
c l k : in s t d l o g i c ;
c : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;




−− Squarer component d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
component s q u a r e r i s
g e n e r i c (
m : i n t e g e r
) ;
port (
a : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
a v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
b : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 4 downto 0 ) ;
b v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
s t a r t : in s t d l o g i c ;
r e s e t : in s t d l o g i c ;
c l k : in s t d l o g i c ;
c : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;




−− Adder component d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
component a d d e r i s
g e n e r i c (




a : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
a v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
b : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
b v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
s t a r t : in s t d l o g i c ;
r e s e t : in s t d l o g i c ;
c l k : in s t d l o g i c ;
c : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;




−− Type d e f i n i t i o n s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
type a r r a y f i e l d s i z e i s array ( i n t e g e r range <> ) of
s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
type a r r a y 3 2 i s array ( i n t e g e r range <> ) of
s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 31 downto 0 ) ;
type a r r a y 5 i s array ( i n t e g e r range <> ) of
s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 4 downto 0 ) ;
type a r r a y 3 i s array ( i n t e g e r range <> ) of
s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 downto 0 ) ;
type a r r a y n u m r e g s i s array ( i n t e g e r range <> ) of
i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
type a r r a y n u m m u l s i s array ( i n t e g e r range <> ) of
i n t e g e r range num muls − 1 downto 0 ;
type a r r a y n u m s q r s i s array ( i n t e g e r range <> ) of
i n t e g e r range num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ;
type a r r a y n u m a d d s i s array ( i n t e g e r range <> ) of
i n t e g e r range num adds − 1 downto 0 ;
type ar ray num max i s array ( i n t e g e r range <> ) of
i n t e g e r range num max − 1 downto 0 ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− C o n s t a n t s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
c o n s t a n t NOP INSTR : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 downto 0 ) := ” 000 ” ;
c o n s t a n t LOAD INSTR : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 downto 0 ) := ” 001 ” ;
c o n s t a n t STORE INSTR : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 downto 0 ) := ” 010 ” ;
c o n s t a n t MUL INSTR : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 downto 0 ) := ” 011 ” ;
c o n s t a n t ADD INSTR : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 downto 0 ) := ” 100 ” ;
c o n s t a n t SQR INSTR : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 downto 0 ) := ” 101 ” ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− R e g i s t e r f i l e s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s i g n a l r e g w r i t e e n a b l e : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l r e g w r i t e a d d r e s s : i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
s i g n a l r e g r e a d a d d r e s s a : i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
s i g n a l r e g r e a d a d d r e s s b : i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
s i g n a l r e g d a t a i n : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l r e g d a t a o u t a : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l r e g d a t a o u t b : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l r e g w a i t i n g : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num regs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l r e g s o u r c e t y p e : a r r a y 3 ( num regs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l r e g s o u r c e n u m : ar ray num max ( num regs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l r e g w r i t e : a r r a y n u m r e g s ( num regs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− I n s t r u c t i o n p r o p a g a t i o n s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s i g n a l i n s t r u c t i o n : a r r a y 3 2 ( 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l i s s u e s t a l l : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 1 downto 0 ) ;
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−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Load s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s i g n a l l o a d w a i t i n g : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l l o a d d a t a : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− S t o r e s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s i g n a l s t o r e d a t a v a l i d : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l s t o r e d a t a : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Commit s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s i g n a l c o m m i t d a t a : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l commi t type : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 2 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l commit number : i n t e g e r range num max − 1 downto 0 ;
s i g n a l commit : s t d l o g i c ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− M u l t i p l y s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s i g n a l m u l w a i t i n g : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l m u l o p 1 v a l i d : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l m u l o p 2 v a l i d : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l m u l o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e : a r r a y 3 ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l m u l o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e : a r r a y 3 ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l mul op1 source num : ar ray num max ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l mul op2 source num : ar ray num max ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l mul op1 : a r r a y f i e l d s i z e ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l mul op2 : a r r a y f i e l d s i z e ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l m u l r e s u l t : a r r a y f i e l d s i z e ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l m u l s t a r t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l mul done : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l m u l a v a i l a b l e : a r r a y n u m m u l s ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l m u l f r e e : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l mul to commi t : a r r a y n u m m u l s ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l mul commit : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l m u l r e s e t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num muls − 1 downto 0 ) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Square s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s i g n a l s q r w a i t i n g : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r o p 1 v a l i d : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r o p 2 v a l i d : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e : a r r a y 3 ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r o p 1 s o u r c e n u m : ar ray num max ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r o p 1 : a r r a y f i e l d s i z e ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r o p 2 : a r r a y 5 ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r r e s u l t : a r r a y f i e l d s i z e ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r s t a r t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r d o n e : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r a v a i l a b l e : a r r a y n u m s q r s ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s q r f r e e : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l s q r t o c o m m i t : a r r a y n u m s q r s ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l sq r commi t : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l s q r r e s e t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num sqrs − 1 downto 0 ) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Add s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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s i g n a l a d d w a i t i n g : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d o p 1 v a l i d : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d o p 2 v a l i d : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e : a r r a y 3 ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e : a r r a y 3 ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d o p1 s o u r ce n u m : ar ray num max ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d o p2 s o u r ce n u m : ar ray num max ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l add op1 : a r r a y f i e l d s i z e ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l add op2 : a r r a y f i e l d s i z e ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d r e s u l t : a r r a y f i e l d s i z e ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d s t a r t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l add done : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d a v a i l a b l e : a r r a y n u m a d d s ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l a d d f r e e : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l a d d t o c o m m i t : a r r a y n u m a d d s ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l add commit : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l a d d r e s e t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( num adds − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l f i f o r e a d p r e v : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l f i f o r e a d i n t e r n a l : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l f i f o v a l i d f i l t e r e d : s t d l o g i c ;
begin
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− R e g i s t e r f i l e component i n s t a n t i a t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
r e g s : r e g i s t e r f i l e g e n e r i c map (
f i e l d s i z e => f i e l d s i z e ,
num regs => num regs
) port map (
c l o c k => c lock ,
w r i t e e n a b l e => r e g w r i t e e n a b l e ,
w r i t e a d d r e s s => r e g w r i t e a d d r e s s ,
r e a d a d d r e s s a => r e g r e a d a d d r e s s a ,
r e a d a d d r e s s b => r e g r e a d a d d r e s s b ,
d a t a i n => r e g d a t a i n ,
d a t a o u t a => r e g d a t a o u t a ,
d a t a o u t b => r e g d a t a o u t b
) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− M u l t i p l i e r a r r a y i n s t a n t i a t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
muls : f o r i in 0 to num muls − 1 g e n e r a t e
mul : m u l t i p l i e r g e n e r i c map (
d => d i g i t w i d t h ,
m => f i e l d s i z e
) port map (
a => mul op1 ( i ) ,
a v a l i d => m u l o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) ,
b => mul op2 ( i ) ,
b v a l i d => m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( i ) ,
s t a r t => m u l s t a r t ( i ) ,
r e s e t => m u l r e s e t ( i ) ,
c l k => c lock ,
c => m u l r e s u l t ( i ) ,
c v a l i d => mul done ( i )
) ;
end g e n e r a t e muls ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Squarer a r r a y i n s t a n t i a t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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s q r s : f o r i in 0 to num sqrs − 1 g e n e r a t e
s q r : s q u a r e r g e n e r i c map (
m => f i e l d s i z e
) port map (
a => s q r o p 1 ( i ) ,
a v a l i d => s q r o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) ,
b => s q r o p 2 ( i ) ,
b v a l i d => s q r o p 2 v a l i d ( i ) ,
s t a r t => s q r s t a r t ( i ) ,
r e s e t => s q r r e s e t ( i ) ,
c l k => c lock ,
c => s q r r e s u l t ( i ) ,
c v a l i d => s q r d o n e ( i )
) ;
end g e n e r a t e s q r s ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Adder a r r a y i n s t a n t i a t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
adds : f o r i in 0 to num adds − 1 g e n e r a t e
add : a d d e r g e n e r i c map (
m => f i e l d s i z e
) port map (
a => add op1 ( i ) ,
a v a l i d => a d d o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) ,
b => add op2 ( i ) ,
b v a l i d => a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( i ) ,
s t a r t => a d d s t a r t ( i ) ,
r e s e t => a d d r e s e t ( i ) ,
c l k => c lock ,
c => a d d r e s u l t ( i ) ,
c v a l i d => add done ( i )
) ;
end g e n e r a t e adds ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− S t o r e s i g n a l l o g i c
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
d a t a <= s t o r e d a t a ;
d a t a v a l i d <= s t o r e d a t a v a l i d ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− R e g i s t e r w r i t e l o g i c
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
r e g w r i t e a d d r e s s <= r e g w r i t e ( num regs − 1 ) ;
r e g d a t a i n <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
r e g w r i t e e n a b l e <= ’1 ’ when commit = ’1 ’ and
r e g w a i t i n g ( r e g w r i t e ( num regs − 1 ) ) = ’1 ’ and
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( r e g w r i t e ( num regs − 1 ) ) = commi t type and
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( r e g w r i t e ( num regs − 1 ) ) = commit number e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Find a r e g i s t e r t h a t needs t o be w r i t t e n t o
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
r e g w r i t e ( 0 ) <= 0 ;
f i n d r e g w r i t e : f o r i in 1 to num regs − 1 g e n e r a t e
r e g w r i t e ( i ) <= i when r e g w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’1 ’ and
commi t type = r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( i ) and
commit number = r e g s o u r c e n u m ( i ) e l s e
r e g w r i t e ( i − 1 ) ;
end g e n e r a t e f i n d r e g w r i t e ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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−− Find a f r e e m u l t i p l i e r
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
m u l a v a i l a b l e ( 0 ) <= 0 ;
f i n d f r e e m u l : f o r i in 1 to num muls − 1 g e n e r a t e
m u l a v a i l a b l e ( i ) <= i when m u l w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’0 ’ e l s e
m u l a v a i l a b l e ( i − 1 ) ;
end g e n e r a t e f i n d f r e e m u l ;
m u l f r e e <= ’1 ’ when m u l w a i t i n g ( m u l a v a i l a b l e ( num muls − 1 ) ) = ’0 ’ e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Find a m u l t i p l i e r t o commit
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
mul to commi t ( 0 ) <= 0 ;
f i n d m u l t o c o m m i t : f o r i in 1 to num muls − 1 g e n e r a t e
mul to commi t ( i ) <= i when m u l w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’1 ’ and
mul done ( i ) = ’1 ’ e l s e
mul to commi t ( i − 1 ) ;
end g e n e r a t e f i n d m u l t o c o m m i t ;
mul commit <= ’1 ’ when m u l w a i t i n g ( mul to commi t ( num muls − 1 ) ) = ’1 ’ and
mul done ( mul to commi t ( num muls − 1 ) ) = ’1 ’
e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Find a f r e e s q u a r e r
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s q r a v a i l a b l e ( 0 ) <= 0 ;
f i n d f r e e s q r : f o r i in 1 to num sqrs − 1 g e n e r a t e
s q r a v a i l a b l e ( i ) <= i when s q r w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’0 ’ e l s e
s q r a v a i l a b l e ( i − 1 ) ;
end g e n e r a t e f i n d f r e e s q r ;
s q r f r e e <= ’1 ’ when s q r w a i t i n g ( s q r a v a i l a b l e ( num sqrs − 1 ) ) = ’0 ’ e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Find a s q u a r e r t o commit
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s q r t o c o m m i t ( 0 ) <= 0 ;
f i n d s q r t o c o m m i t : f o r i in 1 to num sqrs − 1 g e n e r a t e
s q r t o c o m m i t ( i ) <= i when s q r w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’1 ’ and
s q r d o n e ( i ) = ’1 ’ e l s e
s q r t o c o m m i t ( i − 1 ) ;
end g e n e r a t e f i n d s q r t o c o m m i t ;
sq r commi t <= ’1 ’ when s q r w a i t i n g ( s q r t o c o m m i t ( num sqrs − 1 ) ) = ’1 ’ and
s q r d o n e ( s q r t o c o m m i t ( num sqrs − 1 ) ) = ’1 ’
e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Find a f r e e adder
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
a d d a v a i l a b l e ( 0 ) <= 0 ;
f i n d f r e e a d d : f o r i in 1 to num adds − 1 g e n e r a t e
a d d a v a i l a b l e ( i ) <= i when a d d w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’0 ’ e l s e
a d d a v a i l a b l e ( i − 1 ) ;
end g e n e r a t e f i n d f r e e a d d ;
a d d f r e e <= ’1 ’ when a d d w a i t i n g ( a d d a v a i l a b l e ( num adds − 1 ) ) = ’0 ’ e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Find an adder t o commit
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
a d d t o c o m m i t ( 0 ) <= 0 ;
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f i n d a d d t o c o m m i t : f o r i in 1 to num adds − 1 g e n e r a t e
a d d t o c o m m i t ( i ) <= i when a d d w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’1 ’ and
add done ( i ) = ’1 ’ e l s e
a d d t o c o m m i t ( i − 1 ) ;
end g e n e r a t e f i n d a d d t o c o m m i t ;
add commit <= ’1 ’ when a d d w a i t i n g ( a d d t o c o m m i t ( num adds − 1 ) ) = ’1 ’ and
add done ( a d d t o c o m m i t ( num adds − 1 ) ) = ’1 ’
e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− I s s u e s t a l l l o g i c
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
i s s u e s t a l l ( 0 ) <= ’1 ’ when f i f o v a l i d f i l t e r e d = ’1 ’ and (
( f i f o d a t a ( 31 downto 29 ) = STORE INSTR and
r e g w a i t i n g (
TO INTEGER (
UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 4 downto 0 ) ) ) mod num regs ) = ’1 ’ ) or
( f i f o d a t a ( 31 downto 29 ) = MUL INSTR and
m u l f r e e = ’0 ’ ) or
( f i f o d a t a ( 31 downto 29 ) = SQR INSTR and
s q r f r e e = ’0 ’ ) or
( f i f o d a t a ( 31 downto 29 ) = ADD INSTR and
a d d f r e e = ’0 ’ ) ) e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−− Read n e x t i n s t r u c t i o n
f i f o r e a d i n t e r n a l <= not ( i s s u e s t a l l ( 0 ) or i s s u e s t a l l ( 1 ) ) ;
f i f o r e a d <= f i f o r e a d i n t e r n a l ;
f i f o v a l i d f i l t e r e d <= ’0 ’ when f i f o v a l i d = ’0 ’ and
f i f o r e a d p r e v = ’1 ’ e l s e
’ 1 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Clocked p r o c e s s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
p r o c e s s ( c lock , r e s e t )
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Fetch s t a g e v a r i a b l e s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Load v a r i a b l e s
v a r i a b l e l o a d i n g : b o o l e a n ;
v a r i a b l e l o a d c o u n t : i n t e g e r range f i e l d s i z e / 32 + 1 downto 0 ;
v a r i a b l e l o a d r e g : i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
v a r i a b l e l o a d d a t a t e m p :
s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e / 32 ∗ 32 + 32 downto 0 ) ;
−− S t o r e v a r i a b l e s
v a r i a b l e s t o r e r e g : i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
−− A r i t h m e t i c v a r i a b l e s
v a r i a b l e op1 num : i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
v a r i a b l e op2 num : i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
v a r i a b l e d e s t : i n t e g e r range num regs − 1 downto 0 ;
v a r i a b l e num : i n t e g e r range num max − 1 downto 0 ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Read operand s t a g e v a r i a b l e s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
v a r i a b l e des t num : i n t e g e r range num max − 1 downto 0 ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Commit s t a g e v a r i a b l e s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
v a r i a b l e w r o t e o p 1 : b o o l e a n ;
v a r i a b l e w r o t e o p 2 : b o o l e a n ;
begin
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i f r e s e t = ’1 ’ then
−− A c t i v e HIGH r e s e t
l o a d i n g := f a l s e ;
l o a d c o u n t := f i e l d s i z e / 32 + 1 ;
l o a d w a i t i n g <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s t o r e d a t a v a l i d <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i s s u e s t a l l ( 1 ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
f i f o r e a d p r e v <= ’ 0 ’ ;
l o a d d a t a <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
s t o r e d a t a <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
r e g w a i t i n g <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
m u l w a i t i n g <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
m u l o p 1 v a l i d <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
m u l o p 2 v a l i d <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
m u l s t a r t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
m u l r e s e t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’1 ’);
s q r w a i t i n g <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
s q r o p 1 v a l i d <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
s q r o p 2 v a l i d <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
s q r s t a r t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
s q r r e s e t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’1 ’);
a d d w a i t i n g <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
a d d o p 1 v a l i d <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
a d d o p 2 v a l i d <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
a d d s t a r t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
a d d r e s e t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’1 ’);
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
e l s i f c lock ’ e v e n t and c l o c k = ’1 ’ then
f i f o r e a d p r e v <= f i f o r e a d i n t e r n a l ;
m u l s t a r t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
m u l r e s e t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
s q r s t a r t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
s q r r e s e t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
a d d s t a r t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
a d d r e s e t <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) <= i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) ;
i s s u e s t a l l ( 1 ) <= i s s u e s t a l l ( 0 ) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Commit s t a g e
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
i f commit = ’1 ’ then
i f commi t type = LOAD INSTR then
−− Load commit ted , no l o n g e r w a i t i n g
l o a d w a i t i n g <= ’ 0 ’ ;
e l s i f commi t type = MUL INSTR then
m u l w a i t i n g ( mul to commi t ( num muls − 1 ) ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
m u l r e s e t ( mul to commi t ( num muls − 1 ) ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f commi t type = SQR INSTR then
s q r w a i t i n g ( s q r t o c o m m i t ( num sqrs − 1 ) ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s q r r e s e t ( s q r t o c o m m i t ( num sqrs − 1 ) ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f commi t type = ADD INSTR then
a d d w a i t i n g ( a d d t o c o m m i t ( num adds − 1 ) ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
a d d r e s e t ( a d d t o c o m m i t ( num adds − 1 ) ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
i f r e g w a i t i n g ( r e g w r i t e ( num regs − 1 ) ) = ’1 ’ and
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( r e g w r i t e ( num regs − 1 ) ) = commi t type and
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( r e g w r i t e ( num regs − 1 ) ) = commit number then
−− R e g i s t e r w r i t e
r e g w a i t i n g ( r e g w r i t e ( num regs − 1 ) ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
end i f ;
f o r i in 0 to num muls − 1 loop
w r o t e o p 1 := f a l s e ;
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w r o t e o p 2 := f a l s e ;
i f m u l w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’1 ’ then
i f m u l o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) = ’0 ’ and
m u l o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( i ) = commi t type and
mul op1 source num ( i ) = commit number then
m u l o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
mul op1 ( i ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
w r o t e o p 1 := t r u e ;
end i f ;
i f m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( i ) = ’0 ’ and
m u l o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e ( i ) = commi t type and
mul op2 source num ( i ) = commit number then
m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( i ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
mul op2 ( i ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
w r o t e o p 2 := t r u e ;
end i f ;
i f ( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e ) or
( m u l o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) = ’1 ’ and w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e ) or
( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( i ) = ’1 ’ ) then
m u l s t a r t ( i ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end loop ;
f o r i in 0 to num sqrs − 1 loop
i f s q r w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’1 ’ then
i f s q r o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) = ’0 ’ and
s q r o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( i ) = commi t type and
s q r o p 1 s o u r c e n u m ( i ) = commit number then
s q r o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s q r o p 1 ( i ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
s q r s t a r t ( i ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end loop ;
f o r i in 0 to num adds − 1 loop
w r o t e o p 1 := f a l s e ;
w r o t e o p 2 := f a l s e ;
i f a d d w a i t i n g ( i ) = ’1 ’ then
i f a d d o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) = ’0 ’ and
a d d o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( i ) = commi t type and
a d d o p1 s o u r ce n u m ( i ) = commit number then
a d d o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
add op1 ( i ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
w r o t e o p 1 := t r u e ;
end i f ;
i f a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( i ) = ’0 ’ and
a d d o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e ( i ) = commi t type and
a d d o p2 s o u r ce n u m ( i ) = commit number then
a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( i ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
add op2 ( i ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
w r o t e o p 2 := t r u e ;
end i f ;
i f ( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e ) or
( a d d o p 1 v a l i d ( i ) = ’1 ’ and w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e ) or
( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( i ) = ’1 ’ ) then
a d d s t a r t ( i ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end loop ;
end i f ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Fe tch s t a g e
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
i f i s s u e s t a l l ( 1 ) = ’0 ’ and f i f o v a l i d f i l t e r e d = ’1 ’ then
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−− V a l i d da ta read from f i f o
i f l o a d i n g = t r u e then
−− C u r r e n t l y r e t r i e v i n g load da ta from t h e f i f o , 32 b i t s a t a t i m e
−− Decrement load c o u n t
l o a d c o u n t := l o a d c o u n t − 1 ;
−− Place da ta i n t emporary b u f f e r
l o a d d a t a t e m p ( ( l o a d c o u n t + 1 ) ∗ 32 − 1 downto
l o a d c o u n t ∗ 32 ) := f i f o d a t a ;
i f l o a d c o u n t = 0 then
−− A l l da ta r e t r i e v e d from t h e f i f o
l o a d i n g := f a l s e ;
−− Load i s w a i t i n g t o be commi t t ed
l o a d w a i t i n g <= ’ 1 ’ ;
−− A s s i g n load da ta from temporary b u f f e r
l o a d d a t a <= l o a d d a t a t e m p ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
−− D e s t i n a t i o n o f l oad i s w a i t i n g f o r commit from load
r e g w a i t i n g ( l o a d r e g ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( l o a d r e g ) <= LOAD INSTR ;
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( l o a d r e g ) <= 0 ;
end i f ;
e l s i f f i f o d a t a ( 31 downto 29 ) = LOAD INSTR then
−− Load i n s t r u c t i o n
−− Save d e s t i n a t i o n r e g i s t e r
l o a d r e g :=
TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 4 downto 0 ) ) ) ;
−− I n i t i a l i z e load c o u n t
l o a d c o u n t := f i e l d s i z e / 32 + 1 ;
l o a d i n g := t r u e ;
e l s i f f i f o d a t a ( 31 downto 29 ) = STORE INSTR then
−− S t o r e i n s t r u c t i o n
s t o r e r e g := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 4 downto 0 ) ) ) ;
i f r e g w a i t i n g ( s t o r e r e g ) = ’0 ’ then
−− Data i s ready , s e t up t h e read
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) <= f i f o d a t a ;
r e g r e a d a d d r e s s a <= s t o r e r e g ;
end i f ;
e l s i f f i f o d a t a ( 31 downto 29 ) = MUL INSTR and m u l f r e e = ’1 ’ then
−− M u l t i p l y i n s t r u c t i o n
−− Decode operand r e g i s t e r numbers
op1 num := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 14 downto 10 ) ) ) ;
op2 num := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 9 downto 5 ) ) ) ;
−− Decode r e s u l t d e s t i n a t i o n r e g i s t e r number
d e s t := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 4 downto 0 ) ) ) ;
−− Determine m u l t i p l i e r number
num := m u l a v a i l a b l e ( num muls − 1 ) ;
−− Place i n s t r u c t i o n i n t o p i p e l i n e
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) <= f i f o d a t a ;
−− Add m u l t i p l i e r number t o i n s t r u c t i o n
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) ( 28 downto 24 ) <=
STD LOGIC VECTOR ( TO UNSIGNED( num , 3 ) ) & ” 00 ” ;
i f r e g w a i t i n g ( op1 num ) = ’0 ’ then
−− Operand 1 ready , read i t from t h e r e g i s t e r f i l e
r e g r e a d a d d r e s s a <= op1 num ;
m u l o p 1 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) ( 25 ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f commit = ’1 ’ and
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op1 num ) = commi t type and
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op1 num ) = commit number then
−− Operand 1 c u r r e n t l y b e i n g commi t t ed
m u l o p 1 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
mul op1 ( num ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
e l s e
−− Operand 1 n o t ready , s t o r e s o u r c e i n f o r m a t i o n
m u l o p 1 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
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m u l o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op1 num ) ;
mul op1 source num ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op1 num ) ;
end i f ;
i f r e g w a i t i n g ( op2 num ) = ’0 ’ then
−− Operand 2 ready , read i t from t h e r e g i s t e r f i l e
r e g r e a d a d d r e s s b <= op2 num ;
m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) ( 24 ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f commit = ’1 ’ and
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op2 num ) = commi t type and
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op2 num ) = commit number then
−− Operand 2 c u r r e n t l y b e i n g commi t t ed
m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
mul op2 ( num ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
e l s e
−− Operand 2 n o t ready , s t o r e s o u r c e i n f o r m a t i o n
m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
m u l o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op2 num ) ;
mul op2 source num ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op2 num ) ;
end i f ;
−− R e g i s t e r i s w a i t i n g f o r m u l t i p l i e r r e s u l t
r e g w a i t i n g ( d e s t ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( d e s t ) <= MUL INSTR ;
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( d e s t ) <= num ;
−− I n d i c a t e m u l t i p l i e r i n use
m u l w a i t i n g ( num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f f i f o d a t a ( 31 downto 29 ) = SQR INSTR and s q r f r e e = ’1 ’ then
−− Square i n s t r u c t i o n
−− Decode operand r e g i s t e r number
op1 num := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 14 downto 10 ) ) ) ;
−− Decode r e s u l t d e s t i n a t i o n r e g i s t e r number
d e s t := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 4 downto 0 ) ) ) ;
−− Determine m u l t i p l i e r number
num := s q r a v a i l a b l e ( num sqrs − 1 ) ;
−− Place i n s t r u c t i o n i n t o p i p e l i n e
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) <= f i f o d a t a ;
−− Add s q u a r e r number t o i n s t r u c t i o n
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) ( 28 downto 24 ) <=
STD LOGIC VECTOR ( TO UNSIGNED( num , 3 ) ) & ” 00 ” ;
i f r e g w a i t i n g ( op1 num ) = ’0 ’ then
−− Operand 1 ready , read i t from t h e r e g i s t e r f i l e
r e g r e a d a d d r e s s a <= op1 num ;
s q r o p 1 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) ( 25 ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f commit = ’1 ’ and
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op1 num ) = commi t type and
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op1 num ) = commit number then
−− Operand 1 c u r r e n t l y b e i n g commi t t ed
s q r o p 1 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s q r o p 1 ( num ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
e l s e
−− Operand 1 n o t ready , s t o r e s o u r c e i n f o r m a t i o n
s q r o p 1 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
s q r o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op1 num ) ;
s q r o p 1 s o u r c e n u m ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op1 num ) ;
end i f ;
s q r o p 2 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
s q r o p 2 ( num ) <= f i f o d a t a ( 9 downto 5 ) ;
−− R e g i s t e r i s w a i t i n g f o r s q u a r e r r e s u l t
r e g w a i t i n g ( d e s t ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( d e s t ) <= SQR INSTR ;
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( d e s t ) <= num ;
−− I n d i c a t e s q u a r e r i n use
s q r w a i t i n g ( num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
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e l s i f f i f o d a t a ( 31 downto 29 ) = ADD INSTR and a d d f r e e = ’1 ’ then
−− Add i n s t r u c t i o n
−− Decode operand r e g i s t e r numbers
op1 num := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 14 downto 10 ) ) ) ;
op2 num := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 9 downto 5 ) ) ) ;
−− Decode r e s u l t d e s t i n a t i o n r e g i s t e r number
d e s t := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( f i f o d a t a ( 4 downto 0 ) ) ) ;
−− Determine m u l t i p l i e r number
num := a d d a v a i l a b l e ( num adds − 1 ) ;
−− Place i n s t r u c t i o n i n t o p i p e l i n e
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) <= f i f o d a t a ;
−− Add m u l t i p l i e r number t o i n s t r u c t i o n
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) ( 28 downto 24 ) <=
STD LOGIC VECTOR ( TO UNSIGNED( num , 3 ) ) & ” 00 ” ;
i f r e g w a i t i n g ( op1 num ) = ’0 ’ then
−− Operand 1 ready , read i t from t h e r e g i s t e r f i l e
r e g r e a d a d d r e s s a <= op1 num ;
a d d o p 1 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) ( 25 ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f commit = ’1 ’ and
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op1 num ) = commi t type and
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op1 num ) = commit number then
−− Operand 1 c u r r e n t l y b e i n g commi t t ed
a d d o p 1 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
add op1 ( num ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
e l s e
−− Operand 1 n o t ready , s t o r e s o u r c e i n f o r m a t i o n
a d d o p 1 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
a d d o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op1 num ) ;
a d d o p1 s o u r ce n u m ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op1 num ) ;
end i f ;
i f r e g w a i t i n g ( op2 num ) = ’0 ’ then
−− Operand 2 ready , read i t from t h e r e g i s t e r f i l e
r e g r e a d a d d r e s s b <= op2 num ;
a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
i n s t r u c t i o n ( 0 ) ( 24 ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f commit = ’1 ’ and
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op2 num ) = commi t type and
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op2 num ) = commit number then
−− Operand 2 c u r r e n t l y b e i n g commi t t ed
a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
add op2 ( num ) <= c o m m i t d a t a ;
e l s e
−− Operand 2 n o t ready , s t o r e s o u r c e i n f o r m a t i o n
a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( num ) <= ’ 0 ’ ;
a d d o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( op2 num ) ;
a d d o p2 s o u r ce n u m ( num ) <= r e g s o u r c e n u m ( op2 num ) ;
end i f ;
−− R e g i s t e r i s w a i t i n g f o r m u l t i p l i e r r e s u l t
r e g w a i t i n g ( d e s t ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
r e g s o u r c e t y p e ( d e s t ) <= ADD INSTR ;
r e g s o u r c e n u m ( d e s t ) <= num ;
−− I n d i c a t e m u l t i p l i e r i n use
a d d w a i t i n g ( num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Read operand s t a g e
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s t o r e d a t a v a l i d <= ’ 0 ’ ;
w r o t e o p 1 := f a l s e ;
w r o t e o p 2 := f a l s e ;
i f i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 31 downto 29 ) = STORE INSTR then
−− S t o r e i n s t r u c t i o n , p l a c e p o r t A da ta i n s t o r e r e g i s t e r
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s t o r e d a t a <= r e g d a t a o u t a ;
s t o r e d a t a v a l i d <= ’ 1 ’ ;
e l s i f i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 31 downto 29 ) = MUL INSTR then
−− M u l t i p l y i n s t r u c t i o n
des t num := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 28 downto 26 ) ) ) ;
i f i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 25 ) = ’1 ’ then
mul op1 ( des t num ) <= r e g d a t a o u t a ;
m u l o p 1 v a l i d ( des t num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
w r o t e o p 1 := t r u e ;
end i f ;
i f i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 24 ) = ’1 ’ then
mul op2 ( des t num ) <= r e g d a t a o u t b ;
m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( des t num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
w r o t e o p 2 := t r u e ;
end i f ;
i f ( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e ) or
( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( des t num ) = ’1 ’ ) or
( w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e and m u l o p 1 V a l i d ( des t num ) = ’1 ’ ) or
( m u l o p 1 v a l i d ( des t num ) = ’1 ’ and
m u l o p 2 v a l i d ( des t num ) = ’1 ’ ) or
( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and commit = ’1 ’ and
m u l o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e ( des t num ) = commi t type and
mul op2 source num ( des t num ) = commit number ) or
( w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e and commit = ’1 ’ and
m u l o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( des t num ) = commi t type and
mul op1 source num ( des t num ) = commit number ) or
( commit = ’1 ’ and
m u l o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( des t num ) = commi t type and
mul op1 source num ( des t num ) = commit number and
m u l o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e ( des t num ) = commi t type and
mul op2 source num ( des t num ) = commit number ) then
m u l s t a r t ( des t num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
e l s i f i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 31 downto 29 ) = SQR INSTR then
−− Square i n s t r u c t i o n
des t num := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 28 downto 26 ) ) ) ;
i f i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 25 ) = ’1 ’ then
s q r o p 1 ( des t num ) <= r e g d a t a o u t a ;
s q r o p 1 v a l i d ( des t num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
w r o t e o p 1 := t r u e ;
end i f ;
i f ( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e ) or
( s q r o p 1 v a l i d ( des t num ) = ’1 ’ ) or
( commit = ’1 ’ and
s q r o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( des t num ) = commi t type and
s q r o p 1 s o u r c e n u m ( des t num ) = commit number ) then
s q r s t a r t ( des t num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
e l s i f i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 31 downto 29 ) = ADD INSTR then
−− Add i n s t r u c t i o n
des t num := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 28 downto 26 ) ) ) ;
i f i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 25 ) = ’1 ’ then
add op1 ( des t num ) <= r e g d a t a o u t a ;
a d d o p 1 v a l i d ( des t num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
w r o t e o p 1 := t r u e ;
end i f ;
i f i n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 ) ( 24 ) = ’1 ’ then
add op2 ( des t num ) <= r e g d a t a o u t b ;
a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( des t num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
w r o t e o p 2 := t r u e ;
end i f ;
i f ( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e ) or
( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( des t num ) = ’1 ’ ) or
( w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e and a d d o p 1 V a l i d ( des t num ) = ’1 ’ ) or
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( a d d o p 1 v a l i d ( des t num ) = ’1 ’ and
a d d o p 2 v a l i d ( des t num ) = ’1 ’ ) or
( w r o t e o p 1 = t r u e and commit = ’1 ’ and
a d d o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e ( des t num ) = commi t type and
a d d o p2 s o u r ce n u m ( des t num ) = commit number ) or
( w r o t e o p 2 = t r u e and commit = ’1 ’ and
a d d o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( des t num ) = commi t type and
a d d o p1 s o u r ce n u m ( des t num ) = commit number ) or
( commit = ’1 ’ and
a d d o p 1 s o u r c e t y p e ( des t num ) = commi t type and
a d d o p1 s o u r ce n u m ( des t num ) = commit number and
a d d o p 2 s o u r c e t y p e ( des t num ) = commi t type and
a d d o p2 s o u r ce n u m ( des t num ) = commit number ) then
a d d s t a r t ( des t num ) <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Commit s t a g e
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Determine commit s o u r c e
commi t type <= LOAD INSTR when l o a d w a i t i n g = ’1 ’ e l s e
MUL INSTR when mul commit = ’1 ’ e l s e
SQR INSTR when sq r commi t = ’1 ’ e l s e
ADD INSTR when add commit = ’1 ’ e l s e
NOP INSTR ;
commit number <= mul to commi t ( num muls − 1 )
when commi t type = MUL INSTR e l s e
s q r t o c o m m i t ( num sqrs − 1 )
when commi t type = SQR INSTR e l s e
a d d t o c o m m i t ( num adds − 1 )
when commi t type = ADD INSTR e l s e
0 ;
c o m m i t d a t a <= l o a d d a t a
when commi t type = LOAD INSTR e l s e
m u l r e s u l t ( mu l to commi t ( num muls − 1 ) )
when commi t type = MUL INSTR e l s e
s q r r e s u l t ( s q r t o c o m m i t ( num sqrs − 1 ) )
when commi t type = SQR INSTR e l s e
a d d r e s u l t ( a d d t o c o m m i t ( num adds − 1 ) )
when commi t type = ADD INSTR e l s e
( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
commit <= ’1 ’ when commi t type /= NOP INSTR e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
end s t r u c t u r a l ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
C.2 FCM 571 VHDL Source
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
use i e e e . s t d l o g i c 1 1 6 4 . a l l ;
use i e e e . s t d l o g i c u n s i g n e d . a l l ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− E n t i t y d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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e n t i t y fcm 571 i s
g e n e r i c (
f i e l d s i z e : i n t e g e r := 5 71 ;
d i g i t w i d t h : i n t e g e r := 1 ;
num regs : i n t e g e r := 1 6 ;
num muls : i n t e g e r := 1 ;
num adds : i n t e g e r := 1 ;
num sqrs : i n t e g e r := 1 ;




−− APU t o FCM s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
APUFCMINSTRUCTION : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to 31 ) ;
APUFCMRADATA : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to 31 ) ;
APUFCMRBDATA : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to 31 ) ;
APUFCMLOADDATA : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to 31 ) ;
APUFCMLOADBYTEEN : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to 3 ) ;
APUFCMDECUDI : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to 2 ) ;
APUFCMINSTRVALID : in s t d l o g i c ;
APUFCMOPERANDVALID : in s t d l o g i c ;
APUFCMFLUSH : in s t d l o g i c ;
APUFCMWRITEBACKOK : in s t d l o g i c ;
APUFCMLOADDVALID : in s t d l o g i c ;
APUFCMENDIAN : in s t d l o g i c ;
APUFCMXERCA : in s t d l o g i c ;
APUFCMDECODED : in s t d l o g i c ;
APUFCMDECUDIVALID : in s t d l o g i c ;
−− Clock s i g n a l
c l o c k : in s t d l o g i c ;
−− A c t i v e HIGH r e s e t s i g n a l
r e s e t : in s t d l o g i c ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− FCM t o APU s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
FCMAPURESULT : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to 31 ) ;
FCMAPUEXECRFIELD : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to 2 ) ;
FCMAPUCR : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to 3 ) ;
FCMAPUINSTRACK : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDONE : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUSLEEPNOTREADY : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDECODEBUSY : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDGPRWRITE : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDRAEN : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDRBEN : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDPRIVOP : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDFORCEALIGN : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDXEROVEN : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDXERCAEN : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDCREN : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDLOAD : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDSTORE : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDUPDATE : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTBYTE : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTHW : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTWD : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTDW : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTQW : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDTRAPLE : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDTRAPBE : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDFORCEBESTEERING : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUDCDFPUOP : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUEXEBLOCKINGMCO : out s t d l o g i c ;
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FCMAPUEXENONBLOCKINGMCO : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPULOADWAIT : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPURESULTVALID : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUXEROV : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUXERCA : out s t d l o g i c ;
FCMAPUEXCEPTION : out s t d l o g i c
) ;
end fcm 571 ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− A r c h i t e c t u r e d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
a r c h i t e c t u r e s t r u c t u r a l of fcm 571 i s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− FIFO component d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
component f i f o 3 2 1 6 3 8 4
port (
d i n : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 31 downto 0 ) ;
c l k : in s t d l o g i c ;
r d e n : in s t d l o g i c ;
r s t : in s t d l o g i c ;
wr en : in s t d l o g i c ;
dou t : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 31 downto 0 ) ;
empty : out s t d l o g i c ;
f u l l : out s t d l o g i c ;





−− Tomasulo component d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
component t o m a s u l o
g e n e r i c (
f i e l d s i z e : i n t e g e r ;
d i g i t w i d t h : i n t e g e r ;
num regs : i n t e g e r ;
num muls : i n t e g e r ;
num adds : i n t e g e r ;
num sqrs : i n t e g e r ;
num max : i n t e g e r
) ;
port (
f i f o d a t a : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 31 downto 0 ) ;
c l o c k : in s t d l o g i c ;
r e s e t : in s t d l o g i c ;
f i f o e m p t y : in s t d l o g i c ;
f i f o v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
d a t a : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
d a t a v a l i d : out s t d l o g i c ;





−− S t a t e d e f i n i t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
type t s t a t e i s (
i d l e s t a t e , l o a d i s s u e s t a t e , l o a d q 0 s t a t e , l o a d q 1 s t a t e ,
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l o a d q 2 s t a t e , l o a d q 3 s t a t e , l o a d d 0 s t a t e , l o a d d 1 s t a t e ,
l o a d d o n e s t a t e , s t o r e i s s u e s t a t e , s t o r e w a i t s t a t e , s t o r e q 0 s t a t e ,
s t o r e q 1 s t a t e , s t o r e q 2 s t a t e , s t o r e q 3 s t a t e , s t o r e d 0 s t a t e ,
s t o r e d 1 s t a t e , s t o r e d o n e s t a t e , m u l i s s u e s t a t e , s q r i s s u e s t a t e ,
a d d i s s u e s t a t e , u d i d o n e s t a t e ) ;
s i g n a l s t a t e : t s t a t e := i d l e s t a t e ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− I n s t r u c t i o n a l i a s e s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
a l i a s p r i m a r y o p c o d e i s APUFCMINSTRUCTION( 0 to 5 ) ;
a l i a s r t i s APUFCMINSTRUCTION( 6 to 10 ) ;
a l i a s r a i s APUFCMINSTRUCTION( 11 to 15 ) ;
a l i a s rb i s APUFCMINSTRUCTION( 16 to 20 ) ;
a l i a s e x t e n d e d o p c o d e i s APUFCMINSTRUCTION( 26 to 31 ) ;
a l i a s n l o a d s t o r e i s APUFCMINSTRUCTION( 23 ) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− I n t e r n a l s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s i g n a l d e s t r e g : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 4 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l o p 1 r e g : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 4 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l o p 2 r e g : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 4 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l l o a d d a t a : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 31 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l d a t a : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l s t o r e d a t a : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( f i e l d s i z e − 1 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l d a t a v a l i d : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l number : i n t e g e r range 0 to 4 ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− FIFO s i g n a l s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
s i g n a l f i f o d a t a i n : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 31 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l f i f o d a t a o u t : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 31 downto 0 ) ;
s i g n a l f i f o r e a d : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l f i f o w r i t e : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l f i f o e m p t y : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l f i f o f u l l : s t d l o g i c ;
s i g n a l f i f o v a l i d : s t d l o g i c ;
begin
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− FIFO component i n s t a n t i a t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
f i f o : f i f o 3 2 1 6 3 8 4 port map (
c l k => c lock ,
d i n => f i f o d a t a i n ,
r d e n => f i f o r e a d ,
r s t => r e s e t ,
wr en => f i f o w r i t e ,
do u t => f i f o d a t a o u t ,
empty => f i f o e m p t y ,
f u l l => f i f o f u l l ,
v a l i d => f i f o v a l i d
) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Tomasulo component i n s t a n t i a t i o n
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
tom : t o m as u l o g e n e r i c map (
f i e l d s i z e => f i e l d s i z e ,
d i g i t w i d t h => d i g i t w i d t h ,
num regs => num regs ,
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num muls => num muls ,
num adds => num adds ,
num sqrs => num sqrs ,
num max => num max
) port map (
f i f o d a t a => f i f o d a t a o u t ,
c l o c k => c lock ,
r e s e t => r e s e t ,
f i f o e m p t y => f i f o e m p t y ,
f i f o v a l i d => f i f o v a l i d ,
d a t a => da ta ,
d a t a v a l i d => d a t a v a l i d ,
f i f o r e a d => f i f o r e a d
) ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Clocked p r o c e s s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
p r o c e s s ( c lock , r e s e t )
begin
i f r e s e t = ’1 ’ then
−− R e s e t s t a t e t o i d l e
s t a t e <= i d l e s t a t e ;
number <= 0 ;
e l s i f c lock ’ e v e n t and c l o c k = ’1 ’ then
−− Clock r i s i n g edge
cas e s t a t e i s
when i d l e s t a t e =>
i f APUFCMINSTRVALID = ’1 ’ and APUFCMDECODED = ’1 ’ then
−− V a l i d APU decoded i n s t r u c t i o n
i f p r i m a r y o p c o d e = ” 011111 ” and e x t e n d e d o p c o d e = ” 001110 ” then
−− Load / s t o r e i n s t r u c t i o n
i f n l o a d s t o r e = ’0 ’ then
−− Load i n s t r u c t i o n
i f number = 0 then
s t a t e <= l o a d i s s u e s t a t e ;
e l s i f number < 4 then
s t a t e <= l o a d q 0 s t a t e ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= l o a d d 0 s t a t e ;
end i f ;
e l s e
−− S t o r e i n s t r u c t i o n
i f number = 0 then
s t a t e <= s t o r e i s s u e s t a t e ;
e l s i f number < 4 then
s t a t e <= s t o r e q 0 s t a t e ;
e l s e
s t a t e <= s t o r e d 0 s t a t e ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
e l s i f APUFCMDECUDIVALID = ’1 ’ then
i f APUFCMDECUDI = ” 000 ” then
s t a t e <= m u l i s s u e s t a t e ;
e l s i f APUFCMDECUDI = ” 001 ” then
s t a t e <= s q r i s s u e s t a t e ;
e l s i f APUFCMDECUDI = ” 010 ” then
s t a t e <= a d d i s s u e s t a t e ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
when l o a d i s s u e s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= l o a d q 0 s t a t e ;
when l o a d q 0 s t a t e =>
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i f APUFCMLOADDVALID = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= l o a d q 1 s t a t e ;
end i f ;
when l o a d q 1 s t a t e =>
i f APUFCMLOADDVALID = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= l o a d q 2 s t a t e ;
end i f ;
when l o a d q 2 s t a t e =>
i f APUFCMLOADDVALID = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= l o a d q 3 s t a t e ;
end i f ;
when l o a d q 3 s t a t e =>
i f APUFCMLOADDVALID = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= l o a d d o n e s t a t e ;
end i f ;
when l o a d d 0 s t a t e =>
i f APUFCMLOADDVALID = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= l o a d d 1 s t a t e ;
end i f ;
when l o a d d 1 s t a t e =>
i f APUFCMLOADDVALID = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= l o a d d o n e s t a t e ;
end i f ;
when l o a d d o n e s t a t e =>
i f number = 4 then
number <= 0 ;
e l s e
number <= number + 1 ;
end i f ;
s t a t e <= i d l e s t a t e ;
when s t o r e i s s u e s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= s t o r e w a i t s t a t e ;
when s t o r e w a i t s t a t e =>
i f d a t a v a l i d = ’1 ’ then
s t a t e <= s t o r e q 0 s t a t e ;
end i f ;
when s t o r e q 0 s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= s t o r e q 1 s t a t e ;
when s t o r e q 1 s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= s t o r e q 2 s t a t e ;
when s t o r e q 2 s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= s t o r e q 3 s t a t e ;
when s t o r e q 3 s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= s t o r e d o n e s t a t e ;
when s t o r e d 0 s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= s t o r e d 1 s t a t e ;
when s t o r e d 1 s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= s t o r e d o n e s t a t e ;
when s t o r e d o n e s t a t e =>
i f number = 4 then
number <= 0 ;
e l s e
number <= number + 1 ;
end i f ;
s t a t e <= i d l e s t a t e ;
when m u l i s s u e s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= u d i d o n e s t a t e ;
when s q r i s s u e s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= u d i d o n e s t a t e ;
when a d d i s s u e s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= u d i d o n e s t a t e ;
when u d i d o n e s t a t e =>
s t a t e <= i d l e s t a t e ;
end case ;
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end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Outpu t p r o c e s s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
p r o c e s s ( c lock , r e s e t )
begin
i f r e s e t = ’1 ’ then
FCMAPURESULTVALID <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPURESULT <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
e l s i f c lock ’ e v e n t and c l o c k = ’1 ’ then
FCMAPURESULTVALID <= ’ 0 ’ ;
cas e s t a t e i s
when s t o r e q 0 s t a t e =>
FCMAPURESULTVALID <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f number = 0 then
FCMAPURESULT <= ” 00000 ” &
s t o r e d a t a ( 570 downto 544 ) ;
e l s i f number = 1 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 447 downto 416 ) ;
e l s i f number = 2 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 319 downto 288 ) ;
e l s e
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 191 downto 160 ) ;
end i f ;
when s t o r e q 1 s t a t e =>
FCMAPURESULTVALID <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f number = 0 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 543 downto 512 ) ;
e l s i f number = 1 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 415 downto 384 ) ;
e l s i f number = 2 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 287 downto 256 ) ;
e l s e
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 159 downto 128 ) ;
end i f ;
when s t o r e q 2 s t a t e =>
FCMAPURESULTVALID <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f number = 0 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 511 downto 480 ) ;
e l s i f number = 1 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 383 downto 352 ) ;
e l s i f number = 2 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 255 downto 224 ) ;
e l s e
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 127 downto 96 ) ;
end i f ;
when s t o r e q 3 s t a t e =>
FCMAPURESULTVALID <= ’ 1 ’ ;
i f number = 0 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 479 downto 448 ) ;
e l s i f number = 1 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 351 downto 320 ) ;
e l s i f number = 2 then
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 223 downto 192 ) ;
e l s e
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 95 downto 64 ) ;
end i f ;
when s t o r e d 0 s t a t e =>
FCMAPURESULTVALID <= ’ 1 ’ ;
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 63 downto 32 ) ;
when s t o r e d 1 s t a t e =>
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FCMAPURESULTVALID <= ’ 1 ’ ;
FCMAPURESULT <= s t o r e d a t a ( 31 downto 0 ) ;
when o t h e r s =>
end case ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
FCMAPUDONE <= ’1 ’ when s t a t e = l o a d d o n e s t a t e or
s t a t e = s t o r e d o n e s t a t e or
s t a t e = u d i d o n e s t a t e e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPULOADWAIT <= ’1 ’ when s t a t e = i d l e s t a t e or
s t a t e = l o a d i s s u e s t a t e e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− I n p u t l o g i c
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
d e s t r e g <= r t when APUFCMINSTRVALID = ’ 1 ’ ;
o p 1 r e g <= r a when APUFCMINSTRVALID = ’ 1 ’ ;
o p 2 r e g <= rb when APUFCMINSTRVALID = ’ 1 ’ ;
l o a d d a t a <= APUFCMLOADDATA when APUFCMLOADDVALID = ’ 1 ’ ;
s t o r e d a t a <= d a t a when d a t a v a l i d = ’ 1 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− FIFO l o g i c
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
f i f o d a t a i n <= ” 001000000000000000000000000 ” & d e s t r e g
when s t a t e = l o a d i s s u e s t a t e e l s e
” 010000000000000000000000000 ” & d e s t r e g
when s t a t e = s t o r e i s s u e s t a t e e l s e
” 01100000000000000 ” & o p 1 r e g & o p 2 r e g & d e s t r e g
when s t a t e = m u l i s s u e s t a t e e l s e
” 10100000000000000 ” & o p 1 r e g & o p 2 r e g & d e s t r e g
when s t a t e = s q r i s s u e s t a t e e l s e
” 10000000000000000 ” & o p 1 r e g & o p 2 r e g & d e s t r e g
when s t a t e = a d d i s s u e s t a t e e l s e
l o a d d a t a ;
f i f o w r i t e <= ’1 ’
when s t a t e = l o a d i s s u e s t a t e or s t a t e = s t o r e i s s u e s t a t e or
s t a t e = m u l i s s u e s t a t e or s t a t e = s q r i s s u e s t a t e or
s t a t e = a d d i s s u e s t a t e or
( APUFCMLOADDVALID = ’1 ’ and
( s t a t e = l o a d q 0 s t a t e or s t a t e = l o a d q 1 s t a t e or
s t a t e = l o a d q 2 s t a t e or s t a t e = l o a d q 3 s t a t e or
s t a t e = l o a d d 0 s t a t e or s t a t e = l o a d d 1 s t a t e ) ) e l s e
’ 0 ’ ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−− Unused o u t p u t s
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
FCMAPUCR <= ” 0000 ” ;
FCMAPUEXECRFIELD <= ” 000 ” ;
FCMAPUINSTRACK <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDECODEBUSY <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDGPRWRITE <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDRAEN <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDRBEN <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDPRIVOP <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDFORCEALIGN <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDXEROVEN <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDXERCAEN <= ’ 0 ’ ;
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FCMAPUDCDCREN <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDLOAD <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDSTORE <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDUPDATE <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTBYTE <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTHW <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTWD <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTDW <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDLDSTQW <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDTRAPLE <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDTRAPBE <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDFORCEBESTEERING <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUDCDFPUOP <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUEXEBLOCKINGMCO <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUEXENONBLOCKINGMCO <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUXEROV <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUXERCA <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUEXCEPTION <= ’ 0 ’ ;
FCMAPUSLEEPNOTREADY <= ’ 0 ’ ;
end s t r u c t u r a l ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
C.3 Adder VHDL Source
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
use i e e e . s t d l o g i c 1 1 6 4 . a l l ;
use i e e e . n u m e r i c s t d . a l l ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−−
−− E n t i t y d e f i n i t i o n
−−
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
e n t i t y a d d e r i s
g e n e r i c (
−− GF( 2ˆm )
m : i n t e g e r := 163
) ;
port (
−− I n p u t s
a : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
a v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
b : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
b v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
−− C o n t r o l
s t a r t : in s t d l o g i c ;
r e s e t : in s t d l o g i c ;
c l k : in s t d l o g i c ;
−− Outpu t
c : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
c v a l i d : out s t d l o g i c
) ;








a r c h i t e c t u r e b e h a v i o r a l of a d d e r i s
begin
p r o c e s s ( c lk , r e s e t )
v a r i a b l e op1 : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
v a r i a b l e op2 : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
begin
i f c lk ’ e v e n t and c l k = ’1 ’ then
i f r e s e t = ’1 ’ then
−− A c t i v e h igh s y n c h r o n o u s r e s e t
c <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
c v a l i d <= ’ 0 ’ ;
e l s e
i f a v a l i d = ’1 ’ then
op1 := a ;
end i f ;
i f b v a l i d = ’1 ’ then
op2 := b ;
end i f ;
i f s t a r t = ’1 ’ then
c <= op1 xor op2 ;
c v a l i d <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
end b e h a v i o r a l ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
C.4 Squarer VHDL Source
l i b r a r y i e e e ;
use i e e e . s t d l o g i c 1 1 6 4 . a l l ;
use i e e e . n u m e r i c s t d . a l l ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
−−
−− E n t i t y d e f i n i t i o n
−−
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
e n t i t y s q u a r e r i s
g e n e r i c (
−− GF( 2ˆm )
m : i n t e g e r := 163
) ;
port (
−− I n p u t s
a : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
a v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
b : in s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 4 downto 0 ) ;
b v a l i d : in s t d l o g i c ;
−− C o n t r o l
s t a r t : in s t d l o g i c ;
r e s e t : in s t d l o g i c ;
c l k : in s t d l o g i c ;
−− Outpu t
c : out s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
c v a l i d : out s t d l o g i c
) ;
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−− B e h a v i o r a l i m p l e m e n t a t i o n
−−
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
a r c h i t e c t u r e b e h a v i o r a l of s q u a r e r i s
begin
p r o c e s s ( c lk , r e s e t )
v a r i a b l e s h i f t : i n t e g e r range 0 to 3 1 ;
v a r i a b l e op : s t d l o g i c v e c t o r ( 0 to m − 1 ) ;
begin
i f c lk ’ e v e n t and c l k = ’1 ’ then
i f r e s e t = ’1 ’ then
−− A c t i v e h igh s y n c h r o n o u s r e s e t
c <= ( o t h e r s = > ’0 ’);
c v a l i d <= ’ 0 ’ ;
e l s e
i f a v a l i d = ’1 ’ then
op := a ;
end i f ;
i f b v a l i d = ’1 ’ then
s h i f t := TO INTEGER ( UNSIGNED( b ) ) ;
end i f ;
i f s t a r t = ’1 ’ then
c <= STD LOGIC VECTOR ( UNSIGNED( op ) ror s h i f t ) ;
c v a l i d <= ’ 1 ’ ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end i f ;
end p r o c e s s ;
end b e h a v i o r a l ;
−−∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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